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A b st r a c t

Update policies are used in the context o f the QoS-based routing to enhance the 

performance of the network by governing the frequency of sending Link State 

Advertisements.

In this work, we introduce new update policies based on the Rectangular Attribute 

Cardinality Map (R-ACM, US Patent No. 6,865,567) method, introduced by Oommen 

and Thiyagarajah. We call our update policies the Traditional R-ACM  and the Adaptive 

R-ACM update policies. Using MaRS as the simulation tool, we analyze the performance 

of these methods along with the existing policies using different parameter sets.

It is shown that update policies can help in improving the performance of the 

network, yet they introduce a new deterministic type of inaccuracy in the path 

determination process. To offset that, we have optimized the sensitivity o f our new 

adaptive update policy by incorporating it with a new R-CAM compatible tailor-made 

safety-based QoS-based routing.
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C h a p t e r  1: In t r o d u c t io n 1

C hapter 1: In t r o d u c t io n

1.1 General Description

1.1.1 Routing

In the internetworking context, routing is the process of sending data from a 

source to a destination, usually in the form of data packets. In this process, network 

components called Routers take part in passing the packets of data on their way from the 

source to a destination by taking advantage of Routing Algorithms, which are in charge of 

initializing and maintaining Routing Tables used in the optimal path determination 

process [19].

1.1.1.1 Routing Algorithms and Routing Tables

In the process of routing, a path has to be first determined for any request to be 

sent from a source to a destination, or forwarded by the network components along the 

way. Routing protocols implement routing algorithms to initialize and maintain small 

databases called routing tables to be used in the path determination process, because 

calculating the paths upon the arrival o f relentless requests is not cost efficient. Therefore 

routing algorithms use routing tables that keep a record of the best possible routes to all
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C h a p t e r  1: In t r o d u c t io n  2

of the destinations in a network, along with the costs associated with those routes using 

routing metrics. Well-known routing metrics are the available bandwidth, time delay, hop 

count, path cost, path load, reliability, and communication cost, and sometimes a 

combination o f these is calculated as a “hybrid” metric [19].

1.1.1.2 QoS-Based Routing

There is a relatively new concept in networking (compared to pure routing) and 

that is the notion of Quality-of-Service (or in short QoS). QoS deals with measuring the 

performance of a system based on a predefined contract that defines the quality or 

quantity boundaries for a service between a service provider and the user applications. In 

this context, a set of constraints is defined which specifies the QoS type requirements o f a 

request. The most important task of QoS-based routing is to find an optimal path for a 

new request that satisfies all the given constraints. In general, in the context o f the QoS- 

based routing, almost all of the routing algorithms are designed to optimize the utilization 

of the network resources while searching for optimal paths. In other words they tend to 

incorporate the concerns of QoS into optimality concerns in routing. It is often difficult 

to design an optimal QoS-based routing algorithm due to the interaction between its 

multiple constraints while addressing the effect of the dynamics of the network on having 

up-to-date information [19] [24],

1.1.1.3 Update Policies

In any network, in order to have effective QoS-based routing algorithms, routers 

need to frequently exchange the link state information in order to update their routing 

tables with the most up-to-date data. However, the frequency of the exchange of the
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C h a p t e r  1: In t r o d u c t io n  3

information for more efficient routing purposes has significant influence on the usage of 

the network resources. Link state update policies were introduced as the mechanism to 

efficiently generate and effectively advertise the link state update information (LSA). The 

link state update policy may be either periodic or trigger-based. In the case of the periodic 

update policy, each node in the topology periodically advertises information on its 

available link resources. For the case of the trigger-based policy, each node monitors the 

utilized link resources and triggers the LSA upon a “significant” change. In terms of 

exchanging link-state information, sending periodic update messages has a predictable 

network overhead, where as sending triggered update messages will result in more 

accurate link-state information [6] [19].

Trigger-based update policies can be either threshold-based or class-based. Class- 

based update policies can further be classified into equal-class based and exponential- 

class based update policies [6],

In this work we will introduce two new trigger-based update policies utilizing the 

Rectangular Attribute Cardinality Map (R-ACM) algorithm, a patented technology (US 

Patent No. 6,865,567 issued on 8th of March 2005) [62], namely the Traditional R-ACM 

Trigger-Based update policy, and the Adaptive R-ACM Trigger-Based update policy.

1.1.1.4 QoS-Based Routing and Inaccuracy in Link-State Information

In any given network, inaccurate link-state information of its routers has a huge 

impact on the performance of its QoS-based routing algorithm. Hence, QoS-based routing 

algorithms must be incorporated with additional mechanisms so as to acquire the ability 

o f offsetting the impacts o f inaccurate information regarding the state o f the links o f the 

routers, resulting in better performance in their path determination process. The use of
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C h a p t e r  1: In t r o d u c t io n  4

different QoS-based routing methods has been suggested to minimize the effect of 

inaccurate state information. These methods include, but are not limited to, safety-based 

routing, randomized routing, multi-path routing and localized routing [5].

We will introduce a novel safety-based routing method in the Chapter 5, and we 

will incorporate safety-based routing applications into our adaptive R-ACM trigger-based 

update policy.

1.1.2 R-ACM versus Traditional Histograms

A histogram is a graphic representation o f the frequency distribution o f a 

continuous variable. Histograms are used in different applications like data mining, query 

result size estimation, to mention a couple. Traditional histogram methods are of the equi- 

width and equi-depth (also called equi-height) families [31] [64],

A new histogram method was proposed in [59], [61] and [62], called the Attribute 

Cardinality Map (ACM) which then was awarded a US Patent whose details are No. 

6,865,567 issued on 8th of March 2005. The Attribute Cardinality Maps (ACMs) can be 

used for query optimization as well as for other applications. The methods are based on 

the philosophies of numerical integration; therefore it is shown that these models have 

been analytically more accurate than the traditional histograms known earlier 

[59] [61] [62]. There are two types of ACMs, namely, the Rectangular ACM (R-ACM) 

and the Trapezoidal ACM (T-ACM). We will describe the R-ACM flavor of the ACM, in 

detail, in the next Chapters.
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C h a p t e r  1: In t r o d u c t io n  5

1.1.3 Using R-ACM in Update Policies

The R-ACM has been successfully used in query result size estimation as well as 

in some other applications. In this Thesis we demonstrate other applications for the R- 

ACM. In QoS-based routing, update messages are sent at a certain time according to an 

update policy. The update policies introduced so far are either periodic or trigger-based. 

Trigger-based update policies usually use the last advertised value as a basis to send or to 

not send update messages. In the R-ACM update policies we have taken another 

parameter into account, namely, the running mean of a link’s bandwidth after the last 

advertise. We introduced two methods: the traditional R-ACM and the adaptive R-ACM 

update policies. We have performed a number of experiments using these two new update 

policies as well as the existing ones and the results o f the experiments will be presented, 

compared and analyzed in the next Chapters.

1.1.4 R-ACM Based Update Policies and Safety-Based Routing

A number of methods have been proposed in the same context as of the QoS- 

based routing to deal with the inaccuracy o f network state information including Safety- 

based routing. In Safety-based routing, at any given time, first the potential range that the 

actual value of the available bandwidth o f a given link might belong to, is determined. 

This will be done based on the last advertised value for the available bandwidth for that 

link, and by also considering the way the link state update policy triggers the update 

messages. After the potential range is calculated, and by assuming that the probability 

distribution function o f the actual values o f available bandwidth within that range is
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C h a p t e r  1: I n t r o d u c t io n  6

known (or can be estimated), we can then find paths which passes a higher probability for 

accepting new requests [5].

We have performed a number of experiments using the safety-based scheme as 

the routing method and the adaptive R-ACM as the update policy, and we will present the 

results obtained in this regard.

1.1.5 Simulation

To perform the experiments, we have to choose an appropriate simulation tool 

designed specifically for internetworking. We have studied the properties o f a number o f 

simulation tools and we have found that the MaRS system is the best choice. MaRS is a 

tool specifically used in QoS-based routing and has been used by other similar studies 

[1][2][3]. Indeed, we have tried the same test-bed used in similar studies [5][6] in order to 

minimize the inaccuracy of comparing the results.

1.2 Objectives of the Thesis

Oommen and Thiyagarajah presented in [59] and [62], a new histogram-like 

method for query size estimation, called the Attribute Cardinality Map (ACM). Two 

schemes were proposed in [59] for the ACM, namely the Rectangular ACM (R-ACM) 

and the Trapezoidal ACM (T-ACM). Query result size estimation is not the only 

application for which the ACM can be applied. It can be applied in enhancing the 

performance of many other applications.

In this work, we have focused on incorporating the application of the ACM 

method in a networking concept. We have studied different aspects o f networking and we
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C h a p t e r  1: In t r o d u c t io n  7

have found that a flavor of the ACM can be used in QoS-based routing within a network. 

In QoS-based routing, routing tables must be updated by frequently advertising the link 

state information. Update policies are responsible for distribution of LSAs, but at the 

same time they should minimize the number o f LSAs to reduce the protocol overhead 

cost without jeopardizing the overall performance of the QoS-based routing. We have 

found that the criteria for some of the existing trigger-based update policies are very 

similar to some of the histogram methods, and it is possible to incorporate a flavor of the 

ACM method into an update policy with the objective of achieving the same level of 

overall performance with less number of update messages flooding the network.

Several routing methods have been proposed in the literature in the same context 

as that of the QoS-based routing to deal with the lack of accuracy in the information 

regarding the state of the links in a network. One of these methods, which is pertinent, is 

safety based routing, and if it is incorporated with a compatible update policy, it has the 

potential of offsetting the impact o f inaccuracies caused by the update policies of QoS- 

based routing, hence resulting in a better performance. The R-ACM based update policy 

methods can be therefore incorporated with safety based routing to minimize the 

inaccuracy of the information of the state o f the network resources.

The objective of the Thesis has therefore been the following:

• Increasing the overall performance of the network by integrating ACM methods as 

new update policies in the context of QoS-based routing.

• Decreasing the protocol overhead cost in the context o f QoS-based routing by 

reducing the number of update traffic messages that are broadcasted in the network 

without a loss in the packet acceptance rate.
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1.3 Challenges

In this Thesis, we have confronted the following challenges:

• Studying different aspects and functionalities o f networking in general and QoS- 

based routing, in particular, and finding novel applications for which the ACM can be 

used.

• Modifying the vanilla R-ACM algorithm so that it can be incorporated with an update 

policy to serve as a powerful trigger-based update policy.

• Modifying safety-based algorithms and introducing a new technique for link 

bandwidth range estimation to be compatible with the functionalities of an R-ACM 

trigger-based update policy.

• Finding the right simulation tool in order to implement the algorithms and compare 

the results.

• Learning how to use and modify the simulation tool in order to add increased 

functionality so that we can implement the new algorithm.

1.4 Content and Organization of the Thesis

This Thesis debuts with an overview of networking in Chapter 2. It introduces the 

concept o f routing, routing tables and routing algorithms. Different types of routing 

algorithms have been discussed. It continues with an overview to Quality o f Service 

(QoS) and QoS-based routing, and introduces update policies and also explains different 

kinds of update policies.
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Chapter 3 deals with histograms, their definition. It explains different histogram 

methods and introduces the Attribute Cardinality Maps (ACMs) and the Rectangular 

ACMs (R-ACMs). The Chapter introduces MaRS as the simulation tool, which was 

chosen among different tools that have been studied for implementing the algorithms, and 

then the test-bed on which the algorithms have been implemented has been introduced.

In Chapter 4, we have explained how the R-ACM can be incorporated with QoS- 

based routing to yield a new trigger-based update policy. We explain how the algorithms 

are implemented, and present the results of simulation for different parameters with both 

tables and graphs. The Chapter also introduces the concept o f clamp-down timers, and it 

gives the results o f testing the system using different clamp-down timers.

Chapter 5 introduces different QoS-based routing methods that deal with the 

imprecision in the global state of the networks, including safety-based routing. Safety- 

based routing has been implemented along with the R-ACM trigger-based based update 

policy, and in this Chapter we present the results o f simulations utilizing these 

algorithms.

Chapter 6 concludes the Thesis by presenting a summary of results, and outlining 

the main conclusions of this work. It also gives a perspective o f how the study can be 

continued.
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C hapter 2: Q o S-B a se d  R o u t in g

Routing is the process of sending data from a source to a destination, usually in 

the form of packets. In this process, as mentioned earlier, network components called 

Routers will take part in passing the packets o f data on their way from the source to a 

destination by taking advantage of Routing Algorithms, which are in charge of initializing 

and maintaining Routing Tables used in the optimal path determination process [19].

QoS as is defined in [24] is “A set o f service requirements to be met by a network 

while transporting a flow”. This concept deals with measuring the performance of a 

system based on a predefined contract that defines the quality or quantity boundaries for a 

service between a service provider and user applications [19] [24], A flow in the notion of 

QoS-based routing is then defined in [24] as “A packet stream from a source to a 

destination with an associated QoS”, which adds the QoS concerns to a regular flow of 

data in routing, but this time in the context of QoS-based routing. And finally QoS-based 

routing is also defined in [24] as “A routing mechanism under which paths for flows are 

determined based on some knowledge of resource availability in the network as well as 

the QoS requirement of flows”, which incorporates the notion of QoS into the path 

determination process of a traditional routing method, thus introducing a new mechanism.
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2.1 Routing Process, Algorithms and Tables

In the process of routing, a path has to be first determined for any request to be 

sent from a source to a destination or forwarded by the network components along the 

way. Routing protocols implement routing algorithms to initialize and maintain small 

databases called routing tables to be used in the path determination process, because 

calculating the paths upon arrival of an unending stream of requests is not cost efficient. 

Therefore routing algorithms use routing tables that keep a record of the best possible 

routes to all of the destinations in a network, along with the costs associated with those 

routes using routing metrics. Well known routing metrics are the available bandwidth, 

time delay, hop count, path cost, path load, reliability, and communication cost. 

Sometimes a combination of the latter metrics is calculated as a “hybrid” measure [19].

In each routing table, based on the policies of the routing algorithm, some 

information is stored. This information, which is used in the path determination process, 

usually represents the paths. To represent a path, the data concerning the source, 

destination and next-hop associations of a path along with their associated costs are 

maintained in the routing table. For calculating the cost of a path, several parameters can 

be considered. The available bandwidth, number o f hops and time delay are examples of 

such parameters. When a new request comes, a router will check its routing table for the 

destination of the request, and will forward the request to the next router found in its 

routing table as the next-hop associated with the optimal path to that destination. In the 

path determination process, at any given time, there might exist more than one optimal 

path from a source to a destination, and thus, at the time of selecting a path, routing 

algorithms should be well-designed to make the best choice. Sometimes routing
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algorithms based on their design goals, might store more than one optimal path in their 

routing tables in order to use them for traffic multiplexing which can result in better 

throughput and more reliability by load sharing. Packet switching is another functionality 

of routing, which is relatively straightforward and is not our focus in this Thesis [19].

2.2 Dynamic Networks and Routing Update Messages

In reality, networks are very dynamic, which means that the network topology 

will change with time. This usually happens when a network component (or one of its 

links) goes down or comes up from an up or a down state respectively. Therefore there 

should be mechanisms in place to ensure that once a change in the network topology 

happens, all network components get notified and update their routing tables with the up- 

to-date information about the paths, their costs and next-hop associations. Routers 

achieve this through the exchange of the routing update messages or link-state 

advertisements. A routing update message is usually sent by a Distance Vector 

Algorithm, and contains the complete new routing table of its sender or of only new 

portions of it. On the other hand a link-state advertisement message sent by a Link-state 

routing algorithm contains the state of all of the links of its sender or o f only those that 

have changed. Once new information is received routers update their routing tables and 

start to build a new picture of the network topology and the state of its links in their local 

databases [6][19][67],

In the context of QoS-based routing, update policies are mechanisms to govern 

the frequency of sending the routing update messages and link-state advertisement 

messages [6][19]. Therefore, we first describe the notion of the QoS-based routing in
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more details, and then we elaborate update policies, which are the main focus of the work 

done in this Thesis.

2.3 Quality-of-Service Based Routing

Quality o f  Service is usually defined as a set of performance agreements, 

visualized in a contract, in terms of the quantity or quality, between a service provider 

and a user [19]. QoS in the context of internetworking is defined in RFC 2386 is “A set 

o f service requirements to be met by a network while transporting a flow”. As its 

definition explicitly describes, this concept deals with measuring the performance of a 

system based on a set of service requirements while providing service for the user 

applications. A flow in the same context (based on the definition of QoS-based routing) is 

further defined in the same RFC as “A packet stream from a source to a destination with 

an associated QoS”, which adds some associated QoS criteria to a data flow in the routing 

process, but this time in the context of QoS-based routing.

In the RFC 2386 then we can find the definition for QoS-based routing as “A 

routing mechanism under which paths for flows are determined based on some 

knowledge of resource availability in the network as well as the QoS requirement o f 

flows”, this incorporates the notion of QoS into the path determination process o f a 

traditional routing method, thus introducing a new mechanism that tries to both optimally 

address the QoS concerns based on a predefined agreement, and the routing concerns and 

criteria. From the descriptions of the RFC 2386, it can be concluded that a set of 

constraints are to be defined and agreed upon between a service provider and a user, 

which will then form the QoS type of requirements necessary for a connection request.
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When a path is to be found for a request, the availability of the network resources will be 

taken into account to satisfy the QoS-based routing goals.

2.3.1 QoS-Based Routing versus Best-EfTort Routing

In general, from the concepts described within RFC 2386 and RFC1633, we can 

deduce that QoS-based routing and best-effort routing are defined in two relatively 

different contexts and try to address different concerns and achieve relatively different 

goals. Best-effort routing which is also known as IP routing, only deals with a single 

criterion in the path determination process of the routing algorithm, namely that of 

implementing and using the Shortest Path First (SPF) strategy as the main tool for finding 

paths. OSPF and RIP are among IP routing protocols that follow this convention. In 

contrast, in QoS-based routing, the algorithm will always take into account fulfilling 

more than a single objective. The objectives to be addressed usually are the desired 

requirements of the network resources as well as the optimality o f the path in terms of the 

costs based on the defined metrics. In the context of QoS-based routing, the most 

important objectives are defined in RFC 2386 as the “dynamic determination of feasible 

paths”, “optimization of resource usage”, and “graceful performance degradation” [24], 

Later in this work, we will elaborate on how we will be addressing the above objectives 

in the routing algorithm that we will be proposing.

2.3.2 QoS-Based Routing versus Other QoS Routing Techniques

At this juncture, it is worth mentioning that QoS-based routing is only one of the 

techniques that addresses the QoS concerns in the context o f routing, and should not be 

mistaken to be the only one. In subsequent Sections and Chapters, we will discuss various
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issues regarding QoS-based routing that we will be focusing on in detail. But before 

getting to this, we emphasize that QoS in general, or QoS in the context of the routing, in 

particular, are not the focus of our contribution in this Thesis. Rather, it is the QoS-based 

routing technique which is our main area of focus, and thus we will not be discussing 

other techniques that potentially can or will address QoS issues in the context of routing.

To address the QoS concerns in the context of the routing, there are several other 

techniques other than the QoS-based routing algorithms proposed in the literature, that 

rather try to address the routing problem as well as the QoS requirements. Some of these 

techniques are “Traffic Engineering” [RFC 2702], “Admission Control” [RFC 2753], 

“Resource Reservation, RSYP [RFCs 2205, 2208]”, “Integrated Services or IntServe” 

[RFCs 1633, 2212, 2215], “Differentiated Services or DiffServ” [RFCs 2474, 2475], and 

“Multiprotocol Label Switching or MPLS” [RFCs 3031, 3032]. Although these 

techniques are related to QoS in the context of routing, they are not within focus of this 

Thesis. Hence the reader is encouraged to refer to the above references for more 

information regarding these other techniques.

2.3.3 SLA, and its Impact on QoS-Based Routing

QoS-based routing has to follow a set of constraints defined and documented in 

the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the service provider and the user. The SLA 

usually deals with concerns like the user’s required available bandwidth, the network link 

resources, the end-to-end path utilization criteria, the level of the network nodes’ resource 

consumption, the delay and latency, and the packet loss probability. In the path 

determination process o f a QoS-based routing protocol, when the routing algorithm is 

searching for optimal paths, it has to consider the SLA requirements too [6] [24].
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It is often very difficult to design a QoS-based routing algorithm, because of the 

interaction between its multiple constraints as well as the fact that it has to follow the set 

of SLA and at the same time to not introduce more overhead for the routing protocol.

2.3.4 Costs of QoS-Based Routing

As a consequence of the above, the trade off in designing a good QoS-based 

routing algorithm with acceptable QoS performance will be between the computational 

costs of the algorithm related to frequency and the complexity o f the path determination 

process, and protocol overhead introduced by the algorithm caused by the update 

messages flooding the network and the content of those update messages. In the path 

determination process o f QoS-based routing, the criteria to consider a link on a path are 

hop count, width of the path, and so on, as long as they fall within the set of constraints 

and the outcome is an optimal path. In the same context, the frequency to compute paths 

and what should trigger that computation is also very important. For example, should 

potential paths be computed periodically, whenever a request arrives, or when a new 

update message is received? In the context of QoS-based routing, for each destination, a 

set of paths with equal costs can be considered, and whenever a new request arrives, a 

path can be randomly selected among them. This can theoretically offset the inaccuracy 

in network state information and adds to the robustness of the QoS-based routing 

algorithm. However the computational cost related to the path determination process can 

be offset by using faster processors and larger memories, but the protocol overhead cost 

introduced by the flood o f update messages in the network needs more cost sensitive 

update policies that without jeopardizing their performance, produce less protocol 

overhead cost [6].
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Now that we are familiar with the notion of the QoS-based routing, and we have 

learned the importance o f the computational cost of the path determination process in this 

context as well as the protocol overhead cost caused by the update messages flooding the 

network, let us focus on the mechanisms that govern the triggering of the update 

messages and the potential means to reduce the impact of the protocol overhead on the 

performance o f the QoS-based routing algorithms by learning more about update policies 

themselves.

2.3.5 Update Policies

In QoS-based routing, to deal with the rapid changes in the state o f the routers and 

their links in a dynamic network, mechanisms called update policies are defined to 

govern the rules of when, how, and how often the global state of the network maintained 

in the routing tables should be updated through the exchange of update messages between 

network routers [6] [73].

Update policies will either send periodical update messages to maintain the global 

state of the network, or will send them based on a trigger. In the trigger-based policies if  

the absolute change in the state of a link (such as its available bandwidth) surpasses the 

threshold, or forces the state of the link to belong to a new class, the router will trigger 

the process of sending the updates. In the trigger-based update policies, routers continue 

monitoring their links, and as soon as they detect that the current value of any of their 

links has significantly changed from its previously advertised value, they will send an 

update message to all other routers in the network. What triggers an update message can 

be the events o f surpassing a predefined threshold or moving from one class of a link 

state to another one. Therefore, trigger-based update policies are classified as threshold-
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based and class-based update policies. Class-based update policies are further divided 

into two forms of equal-class based and exponential-class based update policies. [6] [73]

While studying trigger-based update policies, and after focusing on their 

characteristics, we have found that we can have a contribution in terms of introducing 

new trigger-based update policies that can address some of the concerns associated with 

the existing methods. We will thus discuss the above update policies in more detail in the 

following Sections, and try to build a good case for our purpose.

2.3.5.1 Periodic Updates

In periodic update policies, routers send update messages based on a predefined 

timer setting, i.e. whenever a new time interval is perceived, a new update message will 

be sent to notify other routers about the state of one’s links such as their available 

bandwidth. In these type of update policies, also known as timer-based policies, the most 

important factor is the time setting which determines the sensitivity of the update policy, 

i.e. policies with larger time intervals achieve less number o f update messages flooding 

the network, which implies that the policy is also less sensitive toward the changes in the 

global state of the network [6],

2.3.52 Trigger-Based Updates

In this type of policy, trigger points are defined in the form of a threshold or class 

boundaries. Whenever a router detects significant change in the state of at least one o f its 

links, and that change is bigger than the threshold value or it shifts the state of its links to 

pass a class boundary, it triggers link state advertisements (LSAs) in an effort to notify 

other routers about the current state o f its links. Apostolopoulos, Guerin, Kamat and
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Tripathi classified the trigger-based update policies into threshold-based update policies 

and class-based update policies (equal and exponential) [6].

In the following Sections we will describe threshold-based update policies and 

class-based update policies in details. From now on without loss of generality we assume 

that the available bandwidth of a link is the representation of the link’s state.

2.3.5.2.I. Threshold-Based Updates

Apostolopoulos, Guerin, Kamat and Tripathi defined a threshold-based update 

policy as a trigger-based update policy. A constant threshold value {th) is predefined by 

the policy designer, which is the heart of the threshold-based update policy. Each router 

continues monitoring its links and whenever the relative absolute difference between the 

current available bandwidth of one o f its links and the last advertised value o f that link’s 

available bandwidth is bigger than the value of the threshold, an update message will be 

sent [6].

Therefore, if  we assume that bw°j represents the value of the last advertised 

available bandwidth for the link i, and bwc, represents the current value o f the available 

bandwidth for that link, an update will be triggered when the following condition is 

satisfied [6]:

\(bw°i-bwci)\ / bw°, > th.

The authors o f this policy [6] claim that this policy will only provide more 

detailed information when it is working in the low available bandwidth ranges, since the 

relative absolute difference won’t trigger timely updates in the upper ranges of the 

available bandwidth, rendering it to be less accurate [6].
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Looking closely into the logic o f this policy, and the claims made by its authors 

in greater detail raises a couple of questions. Why is the threshold value predefined 

constant, which is not modified adaptively? How can it be modified to be able to cope 

with the changes in the state of a link in both the upper and lower available bandwidth 

ranges? Can a new threshold-based update policy be introduced that addresses these 

issues? Can a new threshold-based update policy be introduced that relatively achieves 

the same level of performance in terms of the packet acceptance rate with less protocol 

overhead cost (number o f update messages flooding the network)? In this Thesis we will 

try to address these issues by introducing new update policies.

2.3.5.2.2. Equal-Class Based Updates

An equal-class based update policy is based on the idea of dividing the available 

bandwidth range of links into equal size classes, and as soon as a router detects that in 

one or more of its links, the current available bandwidth belongs to a different class that 

the previously advertised bandwidth value belonged to, it sends an update message. In 

other words an update is sent whenever a class boundary is passed due to changes in the 

state of at least one link. In this policy, a constant value B is predefined and is used to 

partition the range of the available bandwidth of links into equal size classes: [0, B), [B, 

2B), [2B, 3B), ..., etc. Since the class sizes are the same, it is clear that this policy will 

have the same level of precision in dealing with the changes and prompting new update 

messages for different classes of available bandwidth [6].

When studying this update policy, the reader will query why we should have 

equal size classes, which will result in the same sensitivity for all the available bandwidth 

ranges. And finally, he will observe that by flip-flopping around a boundary range, the
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update policy might trigger many redundant update messages for changing around one 

single class boundary.

2.3.5.2.3. Exponential-Class Based Updates

Apostolopoulos, et al defined exponential-class based update policies to address 

some o f the issues regarding classes of the same size in the equal-class based update 

policy. To address the problem of having equal size classes in the previous update policy, 

they suggested having unequal size classes. To create these unequal size classes, they 

characterized the exponential-class based update policy using constant values B  and a 

quantity, /  ( f  > 1). They used these two constants to define new classes, (as mentioned 

with unequal sizes) that grow geometrically by the factor /  as: [0, B), [B, (f+l)B), 

[(f+l)B, (f+ f+ l)B), ..., etc. In this policy the triggering mechanism remains the same as 

the equal-class update policy. By looking at the classes, the way that they are divided and 

the fact that they grow geometrically, one can see that, since this policy has more and 

smaller classes in the lower ranges of the available bandwidth, it will perform with more 

precision when available bandwidth decreases. But unfortunately in the higher available 

bandwidth it is not able to produce accurate results and send timely update messages [6].

2.3.6 Potential for a New Update Policy

After looking closely into the details of these two class-based update policies, we 

observed that they have similarities with histograms and histogram-like techniques.

The equi-depth histogram technique is actually very similar to the equal-class 

based method, in which the new available bandwidth of a link is considered as the 

parameter instead of the frequency o f the parameters in the estimation methods.
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The R-ACM is another histogram-like technique proven to be more accurate than 

its traditional rivals, namely the equi-depth and the equi-width [59] [61] [62], How this 

could be achieved was unsolved. Therefore this gave us the motivation to introduce new 

update policies equipped with a better range classification technique based on the R- 

ACM, which could potentially address the issues of class-based update policies, and 

produce better results. At the same time, since the R-ACM method takes advantage o f a 

threshold value x in its partitioning mechanism, and as an update policy crossing that 

threshold will trigger update messages, we believe that transforming the R_ACM into 

new update policies will actually introduce policies that fundamentally belong to the 

category o f the threshold-based update policies. In general we can define the main 

objective o f our new update policies to reduce the number of update messages flooding 

the network, hence decreasing the protocol overhead cost o f the QoS-based routing, while 

relatively achieving the same level of packet acceptance rate. This will be discussed in 

details in the next Chapter.

2.3.7 Clamp-Down Timers

In general, if  update policies are not designed properly, or due to strange 

circumstances in the network such as a link, router or segment of a network going up and 

down repeatedly, it might flood the network with redundant update messages, hence 

increasing the protocol overhead cost. Therefore in the QoS-based routing context, to 

reduce the protocol overhead cost and to offset the impacts of the triggering update 

policies, the notion o f  clamp-down timers are introduced. Clamp-down timers will 

enforce a minimum time interval between two consecutive update messages, which will 

control the number of update messages per second. It is clear that we might as well
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reduce the protocol overhead cost by optimizing the sensitivity of the triggering update 

policies. To optimize the sensitivity of the triggering update policies the designer can try 

to adjust the parameters of this policy. This can be done by computing the optimum 

feasible values for the constants B  and/  for class-based update policies to adjust the size 

o f classes or to tune the threshold value (th) for the threshold-based update policy [6].

We mentioned that we wanted to introduce new update policies based on an 

analytically accurate mathematical algorithm. As was mentioned, the latter was the R- 

ACM. We shall now describe the R-ACM, which was first introduced in literature as a 

new histogram-like method, accompanied by a brief description of histograms in the next 

Chapter. This will follow the “vanilla” R-ACM as a state of the art singleton histogram, 

and then we show its strength by an example of its proposed applications, hopefully 

without forfeiting the focus. It will then be followed in Chapter 4 by an introduction of 

our two new trigger-based update policies based on the R-ACM algorithm.
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Chapter 3: R-ACM, A N e w  H is t o g r a m -L ik e  M e t h o d

Class-based update policies, as described in the previous Chapter, are very similar 

to histogram techniques. Specifically, the range classification in the equal-class based 

update policy is almost identical with the equi-depth histogram technique. In the equal- 

class based update policy the new available bandwidth o f a link is considered as the 

parameter instead o f the frequency o f the parameters in the estimation method of an equi- 

depth histogram technique.

The R-ACM method (protected under the US Patent No. 6,865,567 issued on 8th 

of March 2005), was introduced as a histogram-like method with precision and accuracy 

advantages over its traditional rivals, namely the equi-width and equi-depth histogram 

techniques [59] [62]. Oommen and Thiyagarajah first proposed that R-ACM to be used in 

query result size estimation [61]. To compete with the existing class-based update 

policies that take advantage of the traditional histograms like the equi-depth, as well as 

the threshold-based update policy, we will introduce the application o f the R-ACM so 

that it is extended to update policies in the context of QoS-based routing. It is worth 

mentioning that even though we will be using the partitioning rule of R-ACM in new 

update policies, this new application of R-ACM will actually introduce new update 

policies which can be perceived as being threshold-based.
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The experiments performed used the MaRS system, and the test-bed on which the 

experiments have been done is also explained in this Chapter.

3.1 Traditional Histograms and Attribute Cardinality Maps

When we want to depict the frequency distribution of data attributes, we will 

display the value ranges o f the attributes along with the frequency o f the values in a 

graphical representation form called a histogram. For this, we first divide the attribute 

values into a predefined number of buckets. We then count the number of the values, as 

the total frequency, which falls within the buckets. Finally we depict these quantities in a 

histogram form using vertical and horizontal axes and buckets showing the attribute value 

ranges and their frequencies respectively. The Equi-depth and Equi-width histogram 

techniques are examples of traditional histograms [31] [64],

Here we introduce a new histogram-like method, namely the Attribute Cardinality 

Map (ACM), which can be used for query optimization as well as other applications. The 

method is based on the philosophies of numerical integration, and it has thus been shown 

analytically that these models are more accurate than the traditional above-mentioned 

histograms [61]. There are two types of ACMs, namely, the Rectangular ACM (R-ACM) 

and the Trapezoidal ACM (T-ACM). The R-ACM method is explained in more detail in 

Section 3.1.1.

3.1.1 Rectangular Attribute Cardinality Map

The Rectangular Cardinality Map (R-ACM) of a given attribute is a one

dimensional integer array o f the number o f tuples in subdivisions based on the value
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ranges o f a relation corresponding to that attribute. The R-ACM is, if  correctly 

understood a modified form of a histogram. But unlike the equi-width and the equi-depth 

histograms, the R-ACM has a variable sector width as well as a varying number of tuples 

in each sector. In order to minimize the estimation error of tuples in the subdivisions, we 

have to come up with a rule to compute sector widths to form subdivisions of the R-ACM 

[59] [61] [62].

Depending on the number of attributes, the R-ACM can be either uni-dimensional 

or multidimensional. Since we use only one-dimensional R-ACM in this work, the 

definition o f the one-dimensional R-ACM and its range partitioning rule as given in [61]: 

One dimensional Rectangular ACM Definition: “Let V = { v;: 1 < i < |V| }, 

where V i <  Vj when i < j, be the set of values of an attribute X in a relation R. Let the 

value set V be subdivided into a number of sector widths according to the range 

partitioning rule described below. Then the Rectangular ACM of attribute X is an integer 

array in which the j th index maps the number of tuples in the j th value range of the set V 

for all j, 1 < j < s.”

Range Partitioning Rule: “Given a desired tolerance value t  for the R-ACM, the 

sector widths, lj, 1 < j < s, o f the R-ACM should be chosen such that for any attribute 

value Xj, its frequency x* does not differ from the running mean of the frequency o f the 

sector by more than the tolerance value t ,  where the running mean is the mean of the 

frequency values examined so far in the current sector.”

It is worth mentioning that when it comes to apply the range partitioning rule of 

the R-ACM, we have several options of where to start partitioning the sectors on a given 

set. Partitioning can be done by visiting the values of the set from left to right, right to
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left, or somewhere randomly in the middle and move to the sides. These options do not 

however change the characteristics of the R-ACM.

For example consider a set of values corresponding to the grades of a group of 

students. We can partition the whole range of the grades {0-100} into 20 categories {0-4, 

5-9, 10-14, ...}. The number of students with the grade of each group is depicted in the 

frequency set A:

A = {5, 7, 4, 3, 6, 3, 12, 10, 15, 17, 14, 11, 10, 15, 20, 12, 10, 8, 2, 2}.

With the tolerance value t ,  set to 3, the set A is partitioned into 8 subsets A1 to 

A8 as follows:

A l = {5,7, 4, 3, 6, 3},

A2 = {12, 10},

A3 = {15,17,14},

A4 = {11, 10},

A5 = {15},

A6 = {20},

A7 = {12, 10,8},

A8 = {2,2}.

Figure 3-1 displays the same example, where (a) shows the partitioning according 

to equi-width histogram method, and (b) shows the same data partitioned by the R-ACM.
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Figure 3-1: Partitioning According to (a) the Equi-width and (b) the R-ACM Methods.

3.1.1.1 The R-ACM Algorithm

The following algorithm explains how the R-ACM works. It uses the above 

Range Partitioning Rule and partitions the range of values of the attribute X  into s sectors 

with variable widths [61].

Algorithm: Generate_R-ACM

Input: tolerance r ,  frequency distribution of X a s  A[0 ...L-1]

Output: the R-ACM 

begin

initialize_ACM; 

current_mean := A[1 ];

ACM[j] := A[1 ]; 

j := 0;

for i:=1 to L-1 do
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if abs (A[i]-current_mean) < t  

ACM[j] := ACM[j] + A[i];

current_mean := (current_mean*i + A[i]) / (i+1); //running mean 

else begin

lj := i-1; //set the sector width 

j ++; //move to next sector

current_mean := A[i];

ACM[j] := A[i]; 

end;

end; 

end Algorithm Generate_R-ACM;

In the above algorithm, the inputs are the tolerance value r  and the actual 

frequency distribution of the attribute X. It is assumed that the frequency distribution is 

available in an integer array A, which has a total o f L entries for each of the L distinct 

values of X. For simplicity, it is assumed that the attribute values are ordered integers 

from 0 to L-1. The output o f the algorithm is the R-ACM for the given attribute value set 

[61].

Assuming that we already have the frequency distribution o f X  in array A, the 

running time of the algorithm Generate_R-ACM is 0 (1 ) where L is the number of 

distinct attribute values.

As was mentioned, the tolerance value t ,  is an input to the above algorithm. 

Determining an “optimal” value for the value r  o f an R-ACM is still an open question.
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The use o f adaptive techniques (involving possibility or learning automata) has to be 

investigated to solve this problem.

Later, in this Thesis, we shall use the above algorithm as an update policy in a 

QoS-based routing algorithm. We will then observe that the adaptivity of r in this 

algorithm is a necessity.

3.1.1.2 The Rationale for Using R-ACM versus Traditional Methods

We shall now argue a case presenting the advantages of using the partitioning rule 

of R-ACM, in the context of QoS-based routing, by elaborating on the precision of the R- 

ACM in comparison with other traditional histogram methods. To achieve this, we will 

first focus on the power of the R-ACM partitioning rule over the equi-width and equi- 

depth histogram methods.

Hence without loss of generality, let us consider an arbitrary continuous 

frequency function f(x). Consider the histogram partitioning off(x) using the traditional 

equi-width, equi-depth and the R-ACM methods as shown in Figure 3-2 [61] 1.

1 A ll the figures in this Section are directly derived from [61] with the author’s permission.
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(a) Equi-width Histogram

(b) Equi-depth Histogram

f i x )

(c) Rectangular ACM

Figure 3-2: R-ACM and Traditional Histograms.

In (a), because of the nature of the equi-width histogram technique, without 

following the changes in the frequency o f the attribute values, the sector widths remain 

the same and this definitely results in inaccuracy of the estimations. In the equi-depth 

case (b), the area of each histogram sector is the same, but the sector widths do not offset 

the steep changes in the frequency of the attribute values, leading to a similar problem 

[61].

In the R-ACM method, as can be seen in Figure 3-2, the sector widths decrease in 

response to sudden changes in the frequency o f the attribute values, or it is achieved by 

an increase in the number o f sectors corresponding to that steep change. Therefore the 

authors of [61] claimed that if  we follow the R-ACM partitioning rule, we will make sure 

that within each sector, the actual frequencies o f all the attribute values remain relatively
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close to the average frequency of that sector. Hence it can be claimed that the R-ACM is 

a more precise and accurate class-based histogram method.

In general, the variance of an arbitrary random variable X \ is given as Var(Xk) =

E ^xk -  juk )2 ]. Since, in each sector of the R-ACM, we force the difference between the 

frequency of a given value and the running mean of the frequencies to be less than the 

tolerance x, we are actually making sure that the variance of the values falls within an 

acceptable range. Since the variance o f R-ACM is proportional to the variances o f its 

sectors, it is clear that if  the variance o f each sector is minimized, this will result in an 

optimal value for the variance of the R-ACM [61].

We mentioned earlier that in the equal-class based update policy the new 

available bandwidth o f a link can be considered as the parameter instead o f the frequency 

of the values in the estimation method o f an equi-depth histogram technique. Therefore, 

for the purpose o f sending new updates, by using the partitioning rule o f R-ACM in a 

new threshold-based update policy we will make sure that triggering update messages 

based on the sudden changes of the available bandwidths, will produce better results in 

comparison with the existing class-based methods that follow traditional classification 

techniques. In addition, taking advantage o f the flexible tolerance value t ,  will provide us 

the means to “tune” our R-ACM based update policies to perform as a persistent 

competitive threshold-based update policy for the existing threshold-based ones.

The issue o f how r  is chosen is, in itself, an interesting matter and is still an open 

field for research, and it involves issues related to optimizing the R-ACM. This is 

discussed in detail in [80].
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3.1.1.3 Using R-ACM in the Context of QoS-Based Routing

As mentioned earlier, in QoS-based routing, update messages are broadcasted in 

the network so that all the routers can use up-to-date information in their path 

determination process. In this work, the R-ACM is used in the context of an update 

policy. The details o f how it is used and the algorithm itself are explained in the next 

Chapter. We have also experimented an adaptive version of the R-ACM model in our 

update policy, which is also described in details in the next Chapter. A number of 

experiments have been performed and the results will be shown to validate the 

comparison. In our work, we have tried to follow the same experimental models and test

beds that other researchers have been used in similar research endeavors.

In the next Section, we introduce some of the simulation tools that we could 

potentially use, and will explain why the MaRS system was chosen as our simulation 

study tool. We will also introduce the test-bed on which our simulations were performed.

3.2 Simulation Tool

Performing research experiments in a real network environment is costly and 

almost impossible. Therefore we have opted to use simulation methods in our Thesis to 

“mimic” a real network and to simulate its QoS-based routing algorithm and the 

associated update policy. By enhancing the capabilities and functionalities of an existing 

simulation tool, we can implement our new update policies along with the existing ones, 

and then after some simulation runs, by gathering and analyzing the data, we will be able 

to evaluate our new policies and compare their performance with the existing methods.
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There are different simulation tools specifically designed for networking problems such 

as NS-2, Ptolemy, Opnet, and MaRS [11 ] [ 12] [37] [44] [65] [66].

MaRS (Maryland Routing Simulator) is a very simple event driven routing 

simulator that can be used for simulating a link state routing algorithm, in general, and a 

QoS-based routing algorithm, in particular. It follows a discrete-event simulation 

approach, (not a process emulation approach), based on the claim of its designers that a 

discrete-event simulation approach is more flexible in modeling such systems. In MaRS, 

similar to other discrete-event simulation tools, sequences o f timely ordered events and 

several different sets of state variables with predefined initial values are defined. Those 

events are triggered in their order, and, of course, following a timely fashion. This will 

cause the values o f the state variables to be updated [1][2][3].

Since MaRS has been specifically designed for simulating QoS-based routing, 

and it has been used in simulating and testing several update policies in the context of the 

QoS-based routing by other researchers, we have decided to use it in our experiments in 

this research work. O f course, based on the requirements o f our new policies, we will 

have to add more state variables and events to the MaRS software.

In the next Section, based on the reference materials [1], [2] and [3] we briefly 

explain the current structure and the main components of MaRS. We leave the 

explanation regarding the new state variables and events that we will be adding to 

implement our new update policies for the next Chapter, where we will also discuss our 

new update policies and their requirements.
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3.2.1 MaRS

Every simulation prototype created using MaRS, has to contain a simulation 

engine, a user interface, and a set o f  components. The simulation engine is required to 

manage the event list, to invoke the simulation loops running the events and to initialize 

all the variables. The set o f  components is used to model the network being investigated. 

When a user starts a simulation run on MaRS using the user interface, the start command 

will run the simulation engine to initialize all the variables and to invoke the basic 

simulator loop. Within a single step of the basic loop being executed, the routines of one 

event from the event list are executed in order, following their predefined times of 

execution, unless they are physically or manually interrupted by the inputs from the 

keyboard or mouse. Each routine’s execution can cause new events to be added to the 

event list. The results o f the iterations of the loop and the execution of the events are 

gathered and processed by internal processes and the graphical user display is updated 

with the latest information. The simulation will stop only when there are no more events 

in the event list, or if  the user prompts the “Stop” command [3].

In MaRS, there are eight predefined components. The user can use multiples of 

them to model the topology of the system that is to be simulated. The user can also add 

more components if  it is required. Each component has its own set of variables and 

events. The user can add more events to the set o f events, and variables to data structures 

of the components. When the user starts each simulation run, routines o f components will 

be executed in order and following their time stamps, which will in turn instantiate the 

components [3].
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Node, link, routing and link-cost function, workload (of type source or sink), and 

performance monitor components are used to model physical nodes, links, routing 

protocols, application and transport protocols, and the performance measurement units of 

a real network [3].

In next Chapter, where we will discuss the details of our new update policies, 

their corresponding routing algorithms and their implementation details in terms of 

simulation requirements, we will briefly describe the new variables and tables that we 

have introduced to some of the above components so as to yield a greater flexibility for 

the purpose of this Thesis.

3.3 Test-Bed

The test-beds used for evaluating the performance o f QoS-based routing 

algorithm s in different studies are not very different [6] [45]. Almost all of them 

effectively use the same test-bed and therefore the comparison becomes simpler and more 

realistic. We shall follow the same approach here. Besides this, we have also aligned our 

traffic model with the traffic model proposed in [6] and [45] for simplicity, and to enable 

the comparison between the performance of the existing policies and the newly 

introduced ones.

The network topology that is chosen for the simulation is shown in Figure 3-3. It 

is a typical large ISP network.
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Figure 3-3: The Network Topology Used for Simulation, Derived from [6][45]

To model our traffic based on the proposed traffic model of [6] and [45], the 

requests will come from three specific sources, as hot spot sources/nodes, of which at any 

time only one of them is active and produces the main source of non-uniform traffic 

known as foreground traffic with the mean request duration of 3 minutes. There are three 

predefined destinations for foreground traffic, as hot spot sinks, each associated with only 

one of the hot spot sources. The specified nodes in the left side of the Figure 3-3 are 

source nodes and the marked nodes on the right side are the sinks. In our experiments, we 

always assume that none of the nodes will ever fail.

Every request comes with a random bandwidth requirement that falls within a 

predefined range. The request arrivals follow a Poisson distribution with parameter X = 

0.32 for foreground traffic and X = 0.01 for background traffic. The request duration 

times are random variables following an exponential distribution function with the mean
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of 3 minutes. The requested bandwidths are random variables following a uniform 

distribution function that falls within a range with lower bound of L=64 Kbits/sec, and 

upper bound of U=5Mbits/sec. The links connecting the nodes have an initial available 

bandwidth of 50 Mbits/sec and without loss of generality we assume that none of the 

links will ever fail.

As proposed in [6], we ignore the details of data traffic of the flows, such as the 

packet type and structure, packet loss recovery mechanisms, link and node queue sizes, 

and so on; and the emphasis will only be on the flow arrivals and departures. When a 

request arrives in a node, a bandwidth is reserved for it on a link that falls in the path to 

the destination. When a request’s duration time has expired, the reserved links will be 

freed. The amounts of the available bandwidth on links that are reserved or freed are 

computed accordingly.

It is obvious that the traffic load on our simulated system depends on the mean of 

the three following random variables: the arrival rate of the requests, the duration o f the 

flows, and the bandwidth requirements o f the request. In our experiments, based on the 

mean of the above variables, the average load will reach tol50 Mbits/sec.
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Chapter 4: U sin g  R-ACM in  U pd a t e  P o l ic ie s

In the previous Chapters, we described a variety of existing update policy 

methods for QoS-based routing algorithms. Among them, well-known update policies, 

namely the “threshold-based”, “equal-class based” and “exponential-class based” 

methods were described. In this Chapter we will build our case for introducing new 

update policies followed by their introduction and the results of the simulation runs to test 

our new policies as well as the existing policies.

4.1 Rational

The rational for introducing better update policies with less protocol overhead 

cost was discussed in the previous Chapter. We learned that the computational cost 

related to the path determination process o f a QoS-based routing method can be offset by 

using today’s super fast processors, and the large and relatively cheap memories. 

However, the protocol overhead cost introduced by the flood of the update messages in 

the network needs more cost sensitive update policies. Thus, without jeopardizing their 

performance in terms of packet loss, they need to produce less protocol overhead cost in 

terms of a lesser number of update messages flooding the network.

As was observed and explained in Chapter 2, there are several other issues that 

potentially can also be addressed by introducing new update policies. We argued that the
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equi-depth histogram technique is actually very similar to the equal-class based update 

policy, in which the new available bandwidth of a link is considered as the parameter 

instead of the frequency o f the parameters in the estimation methods. Therefore, we can 

use a provenly more accurate histogram-like method instead of the equi-depth histogram 

technique. But this is not the only enhancement to which we can contribute; there are 

more issues that can be addressed such as those involving an adaptive threshold value 

that learns from the changes in the global state of a network and which fluctuates with the 

flows of the available bandwidths of the links. Additionally, we propose an analytically 

proven superior partitioning mechanism to monitor the changes in the link bandwidth and 

uses a threshold value to capture sudden changes, which creates update policies that can 

address both issues at the same time. Another objective is to introduce new update 

policies that can produce better performance in terms of the overall number o f update 

messages flooding the network with an acceptable marginal loss in the packet acceptance 

rate or even with keeping that intact. These considerations have motivated us to introduce 

new update policies that use the partitioning rule of the R-ACM method, which could 

potentially address the issues of class-based update policies, and produce better results. 

At the same time, since the R-ACM takes advantage o f a threshold value x in its 

partitioning mechanism, we believe that transforming it into new update policies 

introduces policies that fall into the category of the threshold-based update policies. We 

believe that addressing all these issues by introducing new update policies capable of 

reducing the protocol overhead cost related to the number of update messages flooding 

the network, can serve as a fundamental contribution of our Thesis.
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In the next Section, we will see how the R-ACM can be applied to update policies 

in routing algorithms.

4.2 R-ACM Based Update Policy

As explained earlier, in QoS-based routing, the nodes of a network need the 

information of other nodes in order to keep their routing tables updated so that they can 

forward the incoming packets along the best possible routes towards the destinations. For 

this purpose, they have to send and receive update messages through the network on a 

regular basis. It is clear that sending too many updates or flooding the network with 

redundant update messages will increase the protocol overhead cost, and will thus reduce 

the QoS-based routing performance. On the other hand, by reducing the sensitivity of the 

update policies and regulating the number of update messages sent to be as few as 

possible has the effect that the routing tables are not updated properly or in a finely 

manner and timely updated, and this can cause the packets to be dropped due to not 

having up-to-date information in the routing tables of routers. Therefore, in designing 

optimal update policies we need to consider all the aspects, and yet put less emphasis on 

reducing the computational costs of the policies in order to create a good and sensitive- 

enough algorithm so as to have the best performance in terms of number of dropped 

packets, as well as the number of update messages flooding the network. The net effect 

would be to have less protocol overhead cost while satisfying more requests. In this work, 

we have tried to incorporate the R-ACM, a patented technology protected under the US 

Patent No. 6,865,567 issued on 8th o f March 2005 (explained in the previous Chapter), 

into an update policy. With a few changes, we show that we can use it as the base for an
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update policy. In the present work, we have tried to use two versions of the R-ACM, 

which we have called the Traditional R-ACM based update policy, and the Adaptive R- 

AC M  based update policy respectively. We will discuss each of these algorithms in the 

following Sections.

4.2.1 Traditional R-ACM Based Update Policy

For the traditional R-ACM based update policy, we opted to use an algorithm 

similar to the one we had in the previous Chapter, while appropriately modifying it for an 

update policy. The resulting algorithm is defined as below, and is followed by an 

explanation:

Algorithm Traditional_R-ACM_Update 

Input: available_bandwidth, i, current_mean, t  

Output: broadcast_flag, i, current_mean 

Begin

broadcast_flag := 0

If (abs(current_mean - available_bandwidth < x)

Begin

current_mean := (current_mean * i + available_bandwidth) / (i+1) 

i := i + 1

broadcast_flag := 0

End

Else

Begin

i := 1

current mean := available bandwidth
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broadcast_flag := 1

End 

End

End Algorithm Traditional_R-ACM_Update

For each link between two nodes, the current mean is calculated separately. The 

available bandwidth is the remaining bandwidth of that link, and initially this is set to be 

the original bandwidth of the link. The variable i denotes the number of requests that 

have been served on this link from the start of this class.

When a new request comes, the variable i will be incremented to update the 

number of requests served by this link from the beginning of this class, and the amount of 

bandwidth it requires is subtracted from the value of the available bandwidth o f that link. 

Therefore the available bandwidth in the above algorithm is already updated. The value 

o f the currentm ean  parameter is the mean of all bandwidths on that link since the start 

o f this class. For any given link, as long as the difference between the last value of the 

current jn ea n  and the latest current available bandwidth is less than r, the class remains 

unchanged and no update is triggered. As soon as the difference becomes greater than r, 

the value of the broadcast J la g  is set and an update message is sent.

E xam ple #1: Consider a link with a set of available bandwidths on that link after 

the arrival of random requests. This set, for this example, is taken directly from our 

simulation, described presently. The available bandwidths of one link for a specified 

amount of time are scanned, and this set is given by the set A given below:
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A={512, 50, 46, 46, 42, 37, 33, 33, 30, 25, 20, 25, 30, 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 21, 19, 15, 17,

18, 16, 20, 19, 15, 13, 13, 11,8, 7, 4 ,3 ,6 , 1,2}

With the tolerance value t, set to 10Mbps, the range will be partitioned into three 

sets A l, A2 and A3 as follows:

A1 = {51,50, 46, 46, 42}

A2 = {37, 33, 33,30, 25}

A3 = {20, 25, 30, 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 21, 19, 15, 17, 18, 16, 20, 19, 15, 13, 13, 11, 8, 7, 4, 

3 ,6 , 1,2}

Whenever a transition from one set to the other occurs, the update policy forces an 

update message to be sent. Figure 4-1 depicts the same example. Part (a) shows how the 

set is partitioned using the equi-depth histograms, and part (b) shows how the values are 

partitioned by the traditional R-ACM. Note that, in these figures, an update message is 

sent at the border values o f each class.

From this example, we can see how a suitable update policy can reduce the 

number of update messages in the network. In the case of partitioning the values of 

available bandwidth with a policy similar to the equi-depth (observe that the equi-depth 

method is actually analogous to an equal-class-based policy), we will have 10 bins, 

whereas in case of using the R-ACM, we will have only 3 bins implying that only 3 

update messages will have to be broadcasted instead of 10.

2 The values are in Million o f  bits per seconds.
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Figure 4-1: Partitioning a Histogram by the Equi-Depth and the R-ACM Algorithms.

As we will see in the next Chapter, using the R-ACM algorithm in general 

reduces the number of update messages, when compared to equal-class based methods. 

Furthermore, adaptively choosing the value of x can be useful, as we shall see presently. 

Some unanswered questions are how the value of x is to be picked, and how this value 

could impact the results. Another pertinent question is that of determining if we can have 

an adaptive value for x based on the flow of the data. We shall discuss all these aspects in 

the next Section.

4.2.2 Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy

The nature of the problem here requires that if we offset the decrease in the 

available bandwidth of a link, the number of update messages has to increase. Therefore, 

it is better if our update policy increases the number of updates as the available
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bandwidth on a link is reduced. This is clearly the rationale for threshold-based and 

exponential-class-based update policies. It is therefore reasonable to modify the 

traditional R-ACM based update policy, so that it produces more messages as the 

bandwidth decreases. As we can see from Figure 4-1, the traditional R-ACM based 

update policy does not change the number of update messages in the upper and lower 

bands of the available bandwidth, and this is a consequence of using a constant T. This 

has motivated us to consider an adaptive R-ACM based update policy, which changes the 

value of x according to the available bandwidth of the link. In lower bands, it uses a 

smaller t and in the upper bands, it uses larger ones. Therefore, as we can see in Figure 

4-2 derived from another simulation run, the number of updates increases when the 

available bandwidth decreases, resulting in more accuracy in routing tables of other 

nodes.
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Figure 4-2: Update Messages for Different Values of the Bandwidth for the Adaptive R-ACM Based

Update Policy
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The algorithm for the adaptive R-ACM based update policy is given below:

Algorithm Adaptive_R-ACM_Update

Input: available_bandwidth, i, current_mean, adaptivity_factor

Output: broadcast_flag, i, current_mean

Begin

broadcast_flag := 0

x := current_mean * adaptivity_factor

If (abs(current_mean - available_bandwidth) < x)

Begin

current_mean := (current_mean * i + available_bandwidth) / (i+1) 

i := i + 1

broadcast_flag = 0 

End 

Else 

Begin

i := 1

cu rre n tjne a n  := available_bandwidth 

broadcast_flag := 1 

End 

End

End Algorithm Adaptive_R-ACM_Update
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As we can see from the above algorithm, in this case, the value of t  is changed 

according to the c u r r e n t  m e a n  and an a d a p t i v i t y f a c t o r  that can be set to different 

values. This change makes the algorithm more effective and further reduces the number 

o f update messages flooding the network as we shall see later in this Chapter.

In the above algorithm, where we check the i f  condition, if  we replace t  with the 

product o f the c u r r e n t m e a n  and a d a p t i v i t y  f a c t o r ,  and we move c u r r e n t m e a n  to the 

left side o f the expression as the “divisor” of the division, we will obtain an expression 

that can be perceived to be of the same flavor of Threshold-based update policy. In that 

case we could have the following i f  statement in our algorithm:

If (abs((current_mean - available_bandwidth) / c u r r e n t  m e a n )  <  a d a p t i v i t y  f a c t o r ) .

This is obviously just another form of expressing the i f  condition, but to be 

consistent with the expression of the i f  condition o f the R-ACM algorithm, we have opted 

to introduce the algorithm of the new Adaptive R-ACM based update policy as was 

presented in the above algorithm.

4.3 Simulation

We shall now present some simulation results, which demonstrate the properties 

of both of these algorithms. In the previous Chapter, we explained that the network 

simulation tool M a R S  is more suitable for our needs, since it is specifically applicable for 

QoS-based routing, as was observed in similar studies.
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4.4 Test-Bed

As explained earlier, we have used the same test-bed in our experiments as has 

been used in other studies. The schema for such a network in MaRS is shown in Figure 

4-3. We mentioned that we would be using MaRS as our simulation tool, but to satisfy 

our needs we had to modify parts of it and introduce new variables, tables, and functions. 

We gratefully credit the core of the related material used concerning MaRS in our Thesis 

to its authors and the reference material found in [1], [2] and [3].
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Figure 4-3: The Scheme of the Network Simulated in M aRS

As we can see, the green boxes are the sources for generating the packets. We 

have three sources as hot-spot nodes -  known as REQBWTRFC_SRC1-14, 

REQBWTRFC_SRC 6-16 and REQBWTRFC_SRC 11-17 -  which are also called 

foreground sources and they actually generate the main stream of packets with a higher
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rate. We have also two background sources -  known as BGTRFC_SRC 7-18 and 

BG TR FC SR C  12-3. Each source has a corresponding sink, which is also shown as in a 

green box. The foreground sources have BGTRC_SINK sinks and the background 

sources have REQBWTRFC_SINK sinks. The foreground and background sources 

generate packets following a Poisson distribution with X = 0.32 and a  = 0.01 respectively, 

which results in an overall traffic load of 150Mbits/sec. Each packet has a requested 

bandwidth, which is uniformly distributed between 64Kbits/sec and 5Mbits/sec. As was 

explained in Section 3.2.1, we have added some new attributes to some of the 

components of MaRS in order to implement the simulation corresponding to our new 

methods. The new attributes that we added to the existing source components of MaRS 

are as follows:

• Trfc Type: This attribute determines if the source is producing foreground or 

background traffic. In case of foreground traffic, this value is set to 1, and in case of 

background traffic, this value is set to 2.

• Source Start Time (secs): As explained before, the sources produce the packets 

sequentially. This attribute specifies the start time of producing packets for each source. 

The value is set in terms of seconds.

• Lambda: This value is the rate of producing packets for each source, which follows a 

Poisson distribution function.

• Minimum Req. Bandwidth: This is the minimum size o f the request to be produced, 

which is set to 64 Kbits/sec in our simulation.

• Maximum Req. Bandwidth: This is the maximum size o f the request to be produced, 

which is set to 5 Mbits/sec.
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Every source or sink is connected to a node component, and there are 18 nodes in 

the network. In this diagram, v-yan b-'■ sC" depict nodes. No new attributes were needed for 

the node component. Node components are connected using link components, which are 

shown in blue boxes. Each link has the maximum capacity of 50Mbits/sec, and in order to 

be consistent in the various runs of the simulation, this value remains constant and does 

not change. The attributes for the link component are not changed either, only the link 

bandwidth parameter is set to 50Mbits/sec. In our simulation, the nodes are called 

NODE_RACM X, where X is a different number for each node, and the links are called 

LINK_LIM_BW X-Y, where X and Y indicates the two numbers of the two nodes which 

this link connects. Additionally, each node has a corresponding routing component -  

known as SPF_RACM X, where X shows the node number that it is connected to. There 

are four tables defined within each SPF component, used for the purpose of routing. The 

routing algorithm used here is the widest-shortest path scheme explained later in this 

Chapter. Figure 4-4 displays different parameters of the SPF component, and the tables it 

maintains for each node.

SPF_RACM Parameters
L M

Name (SPF_RACM 2

Time btw topology broad (msec) p.0000

Standard deviation (tOOO 

J  J  Global topology table [Topology Table of SP 

J  J  Local topology table f-ocal Topology Table 

J  J  Routing table ^touting Table of SPF_RACM 2$

J  J  QoSRoutingTable poS Routing Table of SPF_R

Ok I Cancel I   ^ —    ■. —  — ------

Figure 4-4: The SPF Component Parameters Used in the Simulation
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The first three tables are used in the same way as in the default version of MaRS. 

Only the QoS-based routing table is introduced as a new table to record the results of 

widest shortest path algorithm in our QoS-based routing. The global topology table deals 

with the global state of the network and monitors the network information. The local 

topology table contains the information regarding the state of the links o f each node. The 

routing table has the information of the SPF routing algorithm, and hence it is only good 

for the best-effort routing. Additionally, since it does not consider the width o f the paths, 

it is not directly used in our QoS-based routing. The last table of this component is the 

QoS-based routing table, which specifically maintains the results o f the QoS-based 

widest-shortest path routing algorithm, as explained later in this Chapter.

There are also two other components in the figure, Monitor and Costfcn. The 

statistical data such as the number o f produced packets, number o f dropped packets, 

number o f update messages and many other useful pieces of information, which can be 

used for different studies, are maintained in the Monitor component. This component by 

default has many parameters, which are not of any use in our simulation. We have only 

used a few of them in addition to the new parameters that we have added to observe and 

evaluate the performance of the system. The new parameters that we have added are as 

follows:

• Packets Produced: This shows the number of packets produced during the effective 

period of simulation by all sources.

• Packets Dropped: This records the number of packets dropped either due to lack of 

bandwidth or for any other reason.
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• Packet Drop Rate: This parameter shows the rate of dropped packets.

• Packet Accepted Rate: This attribute is the rate of packets accepted.

• Routing Pkts per Sec: This parameter is the rate of sending routing packets per 

second.

All of the above parameters are added to the existing version of MaRS in order to 

satisfy the requirements of our simulation. It has to be noted that the “Packets Dropped”, 

“Packet Drop Rate” and “Packet Accepted Rate” parameters are computed only in the 

effective time of simulation, which starts after producing 30,000 packets in the network. 

That means that the first 30,000 packets are ignored in calculating the drop rate and the 

accepted rate o f the packets, which was to reduce the impact o f the transient phase of the 

simulation till we reached a steady state configuration. The two parameters “Packets 

Accepted Rate” and “Routing Pkts per sec” are the two parameters used for evaluating 

and comparing the results of the different runs of the simulation.

The role o f the Costfcn component in MaRS was to deal with the cost o f the links. 

The default version of this component has four functions for calculating the costs of the 

links. We do not use any o f them in our simulation. Rather, we have added another 

function, which uses the available bandwidth on the link in the cost function calculations.

When we run the simulation, the source components associated with the nodes 

will generate requests, following their Poisson distribution function. The requests are 

generated by sources one at a time in a sequential order of the hot spot nodes for 

foreground traffic and at a lower rate for background traffic. The path to destinations are 

already precompiled and stored in the QoS-based routing table by the SPF components. 

The requests require a certain amount o f available bandwidths, and based on the
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requirements and the data from the QoS-based routing table, the requests are forwarded 

along the optimal paths to the destinations. Links are supposed to be reserved for each 

request following an Exponential distribution function with a mean of 3 minutes. This is 

determined when the requests are generated by the sources. Based on the rate of the 

arrival of the requests, the rate of the requested times and the available bandwidth of the 

links, the average load we considered was intended to achieve is 150 Mbits/sec. If we 

calculate the number o f packets that safely reach the destinations and divide that number 

by the total number of produced packets after the transient phase, we can measure the 

performance of our QoS-based routing method. In this Chapter we study the result of 

using the traditional R-ACM based update policy and the adaptive R-ACM based update 

policy as update policies, and we will compare the results. First, we introduce the routing 

algorithm that was chosen for this simulation.

4.5 Routing Algorithms and Path Selection Criteria

Several routing algorithms have been introduced in the literature of routing in 

general or in QoS-based routing in particular. In designing a good QoS-based routing 

algorithm, the designers usually try to limit the use of the network resources and tend to 

balance that usage to be in line with the predefined set of QoS constraints and the service 

level agreement (SLA) between the service provider and the user application, yet at the 

same time they try to optimize and balance the network load. In this regard, the path 

selection process can be revised not only to find paths with the lowest number of hops 

possible in an effort to minimize using the network resources but also with considering 

the bandwidth requirements to be reserved on the links based on the SLA. As was
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mentioned, another criterion to be considered in the path selection process is the current 

load of paths, to which the process can be optimized by selecting the least loaded path if 

several paths with the minimum bandwidth guarantees exist, which causes the network 

load to be balanced from perspective of the usage o f its links perspectives. In this context, 

there are some path selection algorithms including the widest shortest path [7], the 

shortest widest path [85], shortest distance path [16] and dynamic alternative path 

algorithms [45] all of which try to find a feasible trade-off between the criteria mentioned 

above, sometimes by giving one criterion more weight at the time of path selection, 

depending on the SLA and design requirements of the QoS-based routing algorithm 

[7][16][45][85],

It is worth observing that these algorithms try to find the optimal path for a 

request. They, however, can not guarantee that the path that they find is actually the best 

path for a request at any given time based on an individual criterion, because they have to 

consider and address several criteria at the same time, sometimes by giving them 

different weights in the path determination process. It may also be possible that given 

algorithms select a path that is not even feasible. This may happen either because of old 

or inaccurate routing information, or because o f a sudden change in the value of available 

bandwidth of the links that are being considered for a request. This could be due to the 

service being provided for the previous requests and for the costs incurred just before this 

new request is being finalized and established. It is also theoretically possible that one of 

these algorithms does not find a feasible path even though one such path might exist; this 

can happen due to the interaction between the two criteria o f the algorithms that limits the 

process of path determination to follow a set o f constraints [7] [16] [24] [45] [85].
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In this Thesis, since the emphasis is on the bandwidth guarantees for requests, the 

intention is that our new update policies enhance the performance of our QoS-based 

routing algorithm by monitoring the links and keeping the routing tables up-to-date. This 

is done whenever a significant change in the available bandwidth of a link happens. The 

good performance of the widest shortest path in addressing such concerns, coupled with 

the fact that similar studies have chosen the same scheme, we have opted to use it and 

will implement the widest shortest path as the “standard” QoS-based routing algorithm. A 

version of the widest shortest path algorithm was first proposed in [7] based on the 

BellmanFord algorithm. We will describe the widest shortest path algorithm based on the 

BellmanFord algorithm and the way we will be implementing it as our QoS-based routing 

algorithm in details in the next Section.

4.5.1 Widest-Shortest Path

A widest-shortest path algorithm based on the Bellman-Ford shortest path strategy 

is proposed in RFC 2676. In this algorithm, first all the feasible paths from each source to 

each of the possible destinations are found. Then, from the list of those paths, the path 

that has the least number o f hops is marked, but if  among the marked paths, the algorithm 

can find more than one path with the minimum number o f possible hops, the algorithm 

will only choose the path that has the maximum available bandwidth [7], In this RFC it is 

claimed that there is not a huge difference when it concerns the computational complexity 

of the widest shortest path algorithm and a standard shortest path algorithm.

In our simulation o f QoS-based routing, we have used this algorithm as was 

proposed in RFC 2676 [7] from which source the reader can find the details of the pseudo 

code. Our test-bed network topology on which the algorithm operates is a directed graph,
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and therefore each link between two nodes will be considered differently in the 

computation based on the direction of the path. We have associated the available 

bandwidth of a link as the metric used in our computations for all the links in the graph. 

In our algorithm, for different number of hops up to a maximum number of possible hop 

counts in the network, we try to find a feasible path from a source to every destination 

that holds the maximum available bandwidth. Obviously the available bandwidth of a 

path consisting o f several links cannot be more than the value o f the available bandwidth 

o f the link that has the minimum available bandwidth. This minimum available 

bandwidth is considered to be the cost of a path and its current available bandwidth. To 

find the widest shortest path with a maximum of h hops form a source to each destination, 

following the BF algorithm, at the h-th iteration, we select the path with the maximum 

available bandwidth, or the path with the optimal cost, among the paths o f at most h hops. 

Clearly, here the available bandwidth is the primary criterion and the number o f hops is 

the second optimization criterion. Assuming that for each node there are k  destinations, it 

is obvious that the above algorithm will have to run k  times, each time to find the optimal 

paths with maximum available bandwidths for different number of hops for a specific 

destination [7].

The QoS-based routing table, QoSRoutingTable, which we introduced in MaRS 

and depicted in Figure 4-4, will record the results of executing the widest shortest path 

algorithm runs. The structure of this table following RFC 2676 is similar to a K  * H  

matrix with two fields at each entry of the matrix. It has K  rows and H  columns, K  for the 

number of destinations and H  representing the maximum possible number of links (hops) 

on the path to a destination. At the /Ith iteration, at row k  and column h, two values are
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recorded as the entry (k,h). One of them is denoted by bw representing the maximum 

available bandwidth on the path connecting the source to destination node k. This path is 

the optimal path and can have up to h hops at the most. The other one is referred to by 

neighbor, which shows that if  this path is selected to forward a request to destination k, 

the next node on that path that the request will be forwarded to is the node neighbor [7].

The way the above algorithm works can be clarified by the use of the following 

simple example:

Consider the network in Figure 4-5 and its corresponding QoS-based Routing 

Table for the node A. We assume that a request arrives in A that is destined for D with a 

requested bandwidth of 6 Mbits/Sec. Based on A ’s routing table, the algorithm picks C as 

the next hop that can satisfy the requested bandwidth with 2 hops, considering that from 

A to D there was another 1 hop path but could not satisfy the requested bandwidth. 

Obviously, the same scenario presents itself at every node in more complicated networks.
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4

Destination BW (1 h path) - BW (2 h path) - BW (3 h path) - BW (4 h path) -

neighbor neighbor neighbor neighbor

A 0 0 0 0

B 5 -B 3 - C 4 - D 4 - C

C 7 - C 4 - D 2 - D 4 -  B

Figure 4-5: A Simple Network, Showing Link Bandwidths in Mbits/Sec, and QoS-based Routing for
Node A

4.6 Experiments

We performed our experiments on the test-bed explained earlier. We ran 

simulations up to a point that generated approximately 100,000 packets, even though the 

effect of the first 30,000 packets was ignored in order to bypass the effect of the transient 

phase and to thus yield a more accurate result.

Initially, no clamp-down timer was applied to the experiments. The use of the 

clamp-down timer for some experiments will be shown later.

It is worth mentioning that the two important criteria that we considered as the 

key performance indicators for the purpose of comparing the performance of different
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update policies are “the number of update messages flooding the network”, which defines 

the protocol overhead cost, and “the packet acceptance rate”, which specifies the ratio of 

the number of the packets that safely reached the destinations over the total number of 

packets produced after the transient phase. These two criteria are independent from each 

other and the ideal update policy is the one that achieves a higher level of packet 

acceptance rate with a lesser number of update messages. However, the problem of 

combining these two criteria and coming up with one key performance indicator that is 

constructed as a weighted product o f these two indicators is yet to be solved and is still an 

open case study for research. In addition, the weighted product of the above indicators 

has to follow some sort of an appropriate weighting system based on the requirements of 

the QoS-based routing, which adds to the complexity of the problem and can not be 

solved by a random weighting system or by simply giving the two criteria the same 

weight. Therefore we have opted to present the results of our experiments without 

combing the two performance indicators, but by submitting them “as is”.

4.6.1 Results for the Traditional R-ACM Based Update Policy

Earlier, we explained the algorithm for the traditional R-ACM based update 

policy. We now present the results obtained by setting the parameter x to different values 

in Table 4-1.

The following attribute types are listed in the tables that report the results:

• Produced Packets: This is the total number of packets produced during the 

simulation.
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• Effective Packets: The first 30,000 packets are not included in calculating the rates. 

This number indicates the actual number of packets in evaluating the performance of 

a simulation run.

• Dropped Packets: These are the number of packets dropped from the effective 

packets.

• Drop Rate: The drop rate is equal to the number of dropped packets divided by the 

number of effective packets.

• Accepted Rate: This quantity is the number of effective packets that reach the 

destination divided by the number of effective packets.

• Update msgs/sec: This is the number of update messages that flooded the network for 

the entire experiment.

Policy

(R-ACM)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

3M 107,654 77,654 4,657 0.06 0.94 21.18

5M 100,017 70,017 5,749 0.08 0.92 8.22

9M 101,111 71,111 5,768 0.08 0.92 3.15

10M 119,318 89,318 7,190 0.08 0.92 2.69

12M 104,670 74,670 6,145 0.08 0.92 2.14

15M 100,037 70,037 6,019 0.09 0.91 1.73

20M 106,454 76,454 6,917 0.09 0.91 1.46

30M 107,482 77,482 7,633 0.10 0.90 1.32

Table 4-1: The Results for Different Values of \  in the Traditional R-ACM Based Update Policy
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As we can see from Table 4-1, where the experiments for approximately 100,000 

packets were performed, we recorded only the effect of the last 70,000 packets. Figure 

4-6 displays how changing t affects the packet acceptance rate and the number of update 

messages sent in our simulations.
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(b) number of update messages per second for 
different values of traditional R-ACM

Figure 4-6: The Results for Using Different Values of t for the Traditional R-ACM Based Update

Policy
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From these figures, we see that the packet acceptance rate declines as the value of 

x increases. This is obvious since the number o f update messages decreases as the value 

o f t increases. For example when x is set to 3, we can achieve the acceptance rate of 

94.00% considering the fact that 21.17 update messages per second will have to be 

flooding the network, whereas when x is set to 15, with only 1.73 update messages per 

second we will have 91.40% acceptance rate. Furthermore, if  we set x to be 30 we will 

have 1.31 update messages per second required to get the acceptance rate of 90.14%. This 

is the reason why we have considered an improved version of the traditional R-ACM 

based update policy, which changes the value of x adaptively.

4.6.2 Results for Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy

The adaptive R-ACM based update policy is a modified version of the traditional 

R-ACM based update policy, with the additional facet that it adaptively changes the value 

of t . The latter varies with the slow or rapid changes in the available bandwidth o f a link, 

as explained in detail earlier. From the results we observe (see Table 4-2) a big 

improvement in the acceptance rate of packets, without flooding the network with a large 

number of update messages, compared to the results that we had in the previous Section 

for the traditional R-ACM based update policy.
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Policy

(Adaptive)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

0.20 121,475 91,475 1,770 0.02 0.98 21.09

0.30 100,017 70,017 1,632 0.02 0.98 14.76

0.40 102,073 72,073 2,214 0.03 0.97 11.34

0.50 103,978 73,978 3,092 0.04 0.96 8.27

0.55 100,487 70,487 3,450 0.05 0.95 7.43

0.60 100,016 70,016 3,821 0.05 0.95 6.53

0.70 100,021 70,021 4,755 0.07 0.93 4.94

0.80 100,902 70,902 5,656 0.08 0.92 3.72

0.90 116,659 86,659 7,531 0.09 0.91 2.75

Table 4-2: The Results of Using the Adaptive R-ACM Update Policy with Different Values of t

We can see the results with different values of the adaptivity factor for the 

adaptive R-ACM based update policy in Figure 4-7. Figure 4-7 (a) shows the packet 

acceptance rate versus the adaptivity factor used in the algorithm, and Figure 4-7 (b) 

shows the number of update messages versus the adaptivity factor. We can see from the 

Table 4-2 that when adaptivity factor is set to 0.20, we can achieve the acceptance rate of 

98.06% considering the fact that 21.09 update messages per second will have to be sent to 

other nodes, hence flooding the network, where as when adaptivity factor is set to 0.50, 

with only 8.27 update messages per second we will have 95.82% acceptance rate. And if 

we set adaptivity factor to be 0.90 we will even have less number o f update messages 

(2.75) per second required to get the acceptance rate of 91.30%.Therefore it is now clear
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that we can achieve a better performance by using the adaptive R-ACM based update 

policy compared to the traditional R-ACM based update policy. It can also be seen that 

the results are actually very close to the threshold-based update policy. We will compare 

the results achieved from simulation runs of different update policies in the next Section.
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(a) Packet Acceptance Rate with different 
adaptivity factors in adaptive R-ACM
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Figure 4-7: Different Adaptivity Factors for the Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy
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4.6.3 Comparison of the Results

In order to be able to determine which policy will work to yield superior 

acceptance rates and lower update messages sent, we ran simulations on the same test

bed using different update policies. These methods include the equal-class-based, 

exponential-class-based and threshold-based update policies. In each case, we used 

different parameters for each method, and compared them all.

Table 4-3 shows the results of these experiments. It has to be noted that in the 

equal-class-based method, we have used two parameters. In the first case the parameter is 

equal to the maximum requested bandwidth, which is 5Mbits/sec. We refer to this method 

as the Equal-100%. In the second experiment, we have set the parameter to lOMbits/sec, 

which we refer to as Equal-200%.

Policy Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

Equal-100% 100,058 70,058 4,855 0.07 0.93 24.11

Equal-200% 107,461 77,461 8,454 0.11 0.89 11.26

Exp 100%/2 100,016 70,016 5,137 0.07 0.93 9.98

Exp 200%/2 128,339 98,339 10,626 0.11 0.89 6.62

Threshold 0.20 100,010 70,010 1,345 0.02 0.98 21.67

Threshold 0.30 100,850 70,850 1,612 0.02 0.98 15.59

Threshold 0.40 100,253 70,253 2,246 0.03 0.97 12.14

Threshold 0.50 100,010 70,010 2,793 0.04 0.96 9.07

Threshold 0.55 100,022 70,022 3,088 0.04 0.96 8.03

Threshold 0.60 103,162 73,162 3,719 0.05 0.95 7.10

Threshold 0.70 100,015 70,015 4,344 0.06 0.94 5.31

Threshold 0.80 111,735 81,735 5,828 0.07 0.93 3.80

Threshold 0.90 100,145 70,145 5,450 0.08 0.92 2.47

Table 4-3: Performance of Different Update Policies
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We have used the same parameters for the exponential-class based scheme, except 

that it has a second parameter set to the value 2 in both cases. Comparing Table 4-1 and 

Table 4-3 we see that the traditional R-ACM based update policy outperforms the equal- 

class-based method, since it has a better packet acceptance ratio with a lesser number of 

update messages. But the tables and graphs show that the threshold-based and the 

adaptive-R-ACM based update policies outperform the other methods.

For the threshold-based method, a larger number o f experiments were performed. 

The reason for this is that the results of this method are comparable to those obtained 

from the adaptive-R-ACM based update policy. Figure 4-8 shows the result of using 

different parameters for the threshold-based update policy.
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Figure 4-8: Results Demonstrating the Effect of Using Different Parameters for the Threshold-Based

Update Policy.

In Figure 4-9, we have shown the packet acceptance rate versus the number of 

update messages by using the traditional R-ACM based update policy, the adaptive R- 

ACM based update policy, the threshold based, equal-class based and exponential class 

based update policies with different parameters.
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Figure 4-9: Comparing Different Update Policies

In this figure we have set the value of x to 30M3, 20M, 15M, 12M, 10M, 9M, 5M 

and 3M for the traditional R-ACM based update policy. For the other two methods, we 

have the adaptivity factor as well as the threshold parameter set to 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50,

0.55, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80 and 0.90. It is obvious that as the parameters of the adaptive R- 

ACM and the threshold-based policies decrease, (or in the case of the traditional R-ACM, 

as X increases), the numbers of update messages sent, decrease. This results in an inferior 

performance. In order to have a low-cost environment4, the traditional R-ACM based 

update policy can be a good choice, but for a higher performance it is not suitable 

anymore. The adaptive R-ACM based and threshold-based methods are very close in
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medium-cost and high-cost environments. For medium-cost environments, the threshold- 

based policies perform slightly better. As opposed to this, for high-cost environments, the 

adaptive-R-ACM based update policy has slightly fewer number of update messages for 

the same performance. From this figure, we can also see the results of the equal-class 

based update policy with parameters set to 100% and 200%. The number of update 

messages in this case is rather high and the performance gain obtained does not warrant 

using it. The results of the experiments for the exponential-class based update policy are 

also depicted with the parameters 100%/2 and 200%/2. As we can see the number of 

update messages reduces in this case, but the performance is still low.

In all the above experiments, we did not utilize the advantages o f incorporating 

clamp-down timers. We introduce these timers in the next sub-Section, and demonstrate 

how different update policies can yield different results with the added use of clamp- 

down timers.

4.7 Clamp-Down Timers

Clamp-down timers can be used to set a minimum time elapse requirement 

between two consecutive update messages. In the previous experiments, we assumed that 

triggering policies were strictly following their design routines and were not equipped 

and controlled by clamp-down timers. If there is no limit for the time between two 

consecutive update messages, there is no way of further controlling the volume o f the 

network traffic related to the flood of update messages. This will result in decreasing the

3 M stands for Millions.
4 The concept o f low-cost, medium-cost and high-cost was introduced in [6],
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bandwidth utilization of the links of the network, and hence the only control over the 

protocol overhead cost in the context of the QoS-based routing will remain adjusting the 

sensitivity o f the update policy. However, in practice, especially during the transient time 

of network traffic where a lot of update messages might be exchanged, we might have to 

consider enforcing a minimum time elapse between two consecutive update messages,

i.e. using clamp-down timers. Therefore clamp-down timers can be used to further 

enhance the performance of the QoS-based routing in terms of optimizing the protocol 

overhead cost, and increasing the bandwidth utilization of the links of the network by 

making sure that updates are sent following a timer. There is a trade-off in using clamp- 

down timers, which should be looked at closely before being applied to a QoS-based 

routing algorithm. It is obvious that using clamp-down timers will help us in reducing the 

number of update messages flooding the network, but that also means less exchange of 

information between routers and inaccurate and less up-to-date data in routing tables. The 

latter could result in a loss in the performance o f the QoS-based routing method in terms 

of the packet acceptance ratio, or even a decrease in the bandwidth utilization of the links 

of the network due to the imprecise data, even though the latter was one of the 

motivations to use clamp-down timers in the first place [6].

In this Section, we have performed some experiments by using different values 

for clamp-down timers for both the traditional R-ACM based update policy, and for the 

adaptive R-ACM based update policy and a comparison of the results will follow. These 

experiments were performed to monitor the impacts of clamp-down timers on the 

performance of our new update policies.
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The impacts of the clamp-down timers on the threshold-based and class-based 

update policies were studied by other researchers through similar experiments. Those 

experiments show similar trend as of reducing the performance of the QoS-based routing 

in terms of the packet acceptance rate where the value of the clamp-down timer increases, 

yet improving its performance in terms of a lesser number of update messages flooding 

the network. One might think that using clamp-down timers coupled with class-based 

update policies might enhance the performance o f the QoS-based routing. This might 

come form the idea that, using clamp-down timers might decrease the oscillatory 

behavior o f the class-based update policies when the frequent changes of available 

bandwidth happens around a class boundary. But the studies performed by other 

researchers show that indeed a hysteresis mechanism will help in this regard, where this 

mechanism will postpone triggering a new update until the available bandwidth o f a link 

is less than the middle value of the new class, and not when the boundary o f the previous 

class is crossed [6].

We first report the results of the traditional R-ACM based update policy with 

different values of the clamp-down timer. This test has been done using only a single 

parameter for x, which is 5M. The results are shown in Table 4-4. This table has one 

column more than the other tables, which records the clamp-down timer. The value 

indicates the minimum time (in milli-seconds) imposed between the consequent update 

messages.

We can see from the Table 4-4 when x is set to 5M, if no clamp-down timer is set, 

the acceptance rate of 91.78% can be achieved with 8.21 update messages per second 

sent to other nodes, where as if  the clamp-down timer is set to 20,000 msec, the
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acceptance rate of 88.39% will be achieved with only 5.22 update messages per second to 

be sent. And for the same value of t, sending only 2.98 update messages per second will 

be required to achieve 91.18% acceptance rate if  the clamp-down timer is set to 80,000 

msec.

Policy

(R-

ACM)

Clamp-

Down

(msec)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

5M 0 100,017 70,017 5,749 0.08 0.92 8.22

5M 20,000 129,388 99,388 11,535 0.12 0.88 5.22

5M 40,000 105,618 75,618 7,151 0.09 0.91 4.19

5M 60,000 100,156 70,156 6,293 0.09 0.91 3.49

5M 80,000 124,430 94,430 8,324 0.09 0.91 2.99

Table 4-4: Traditional R-ACM Based Update Policy, for x = 5M and Different Values for Clamp-

Down Timer

We also report the result of tests with different values of clamp-down timers used 

in conjunction with the adaptive R-ACM based update policy where the adaptivity factor 

is set to 0.60. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 4-5.

From the Table 4-5 we can see that when adaptivity factor is set to 0.60, we can 

achieve the acceptance rate of 94.54% with 6.52 update messages per second required to 

be sent to other nodes if no clamp-down timer is set. As opposed to this, when the clamp- 

down timer is set to 40000 msec, with only 2.28 update messages per second we will
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have 92.13% acceptance rate. And for the same value of the adaptivity factor, if  we set 

the clamp-down timer to 80,000 msec, we will need to send an even less number of 

update messages (1.83) per second to obtain the acceptance rate of 92.02%.

Policy

(Adaptive

R-ACM)

Clamp-

Down

(msec)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs

/sec.

0.60 0 100,016 70,016 3,821 0.05 0.95 6.53

0.60 20,000 112,258 82,258 6,522 0.08 0.92 2.90

0.60 40,000 117,175 87,175 6,881 0.08 0.92 2.29

0.60 60,000 100,067 70,067 5,512 0.08 0.92 2.00

0.60 80,000 100,360 70,360 5,613 0.08 0.92 1.83

Table 4-5: Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy, for Adaptivity factor = 0.60 and for Different

Values of Clamp-Down Timer

Figure 4-10 displays the packet acceptance ratio for both the traditional and the 

adaptive R-ACM based update policies. In the case of the traditional R-ACM based 

update policy, for clamp-down timer was set to 20,000 milli-seconds. Although the ratio 

declines suddenly for larger values it shows a better performance. In the case of the 

adaptive R-ACM based update policy, we see a very small difference in the performance, 

when the value of the clamp-down timer increases from 20,000 milli-seconds. But the 

characteristics are similar to the traditional R-ACM based update policy, except that there
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is a loss of performance regarding the packet acceptance ratio when compared to the 

previous results where no clamp-down timers were used.

-Traditional RACM 5M 

Adaptive RACM 0.60

20000 40000 60000 80000 100000
clamp down tim er (ms)

packet acceptance rate vs different values of 
clampdown timers

Figure 4-10: The Packet Acceptance Rate for Different Values of the Clamp-Down Timer

Figure 4-11 shows the number of update messages sent as the clamp-down timer 

value increases. It is obvious that these numbers decrease for the larger values o f clamp

down timers. However, we also see that for values of the clamp-down timer greater than 

20,000 milli-seconds, we do not see a significant change in the number o f update 

messages being sent.
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Figure 4-11: The Number of Update Messages for Different Values of the Clamp-Down Timer

In conclusion, if  the cost of update messages and their effect on overloading the 

network traffic, known as protocol overhead cost in the context of the QoS-based routing, 

is considerable and we want to have less update messages, and if it is efficient to adjust 

the sensitivity of the update policy, we can use clamp-down timers. This will reduce the 

traffic overhead cost by a slight loss in the packet acceptance performance, and potential 

decrease in the bandwidth utilization of the links of the network.

The update policies introduce a deterministic type of inaccuracy which we will 

address in the next Chapter where we will be describing safety-based routing as a 

mechanism to offset that inaccuracy [5]. After that we will introduce a tailor-made safety- 

based routing algorithm compatible to our newly introduced update policies, and finally 

we will present the results of incorporating them together.
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Chapter 5: R-ACM a n d  In a c c u r a c ie s  C a u se d  b y  U p d a t e  

Po l ic ie s

In previous Chapters, we introduced link state update policies as mechanisms to 

govern the contents of the update messages and enforce the frequency o f their 

transmission. These policies are used to help routers take advantage o f the relative up-to- 

date data in their path determination process. In reality, particularly in today’s dynamic 

large networks, maintaining accurate information of the state of the networks is very 

complex and difficult. There are so many factors involved that have impact on the 

accuracy o f the state of the networks, including propagation delay on links, frequency 

limitations of sending link state update messages due to concerns regarding routing 

protocol overhead costs, the robustness and performance of the link state update policy, 

and aggregated performance impacts of small sub-networks on the performance of 

adjacent networks [5][6][57][87][88].

One or more of the above reasons can cause the information of the state of a 

network to become inaccurate. But since these reasons are different in nature, they can 

cause different type of impacts, and hence different type of inaccuracy. For example, the 

nature of what causes the propagation delay on links or the nature o f what stimulates the 

frequency of triggering link state update messages could be random. But there is another 

type of inaccuracy, the so-called deterministic type of inaccuracy. This type of inaccuracy
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can be caused by the link state update policies that depend on not very up-to-date 

information. In reality, it can be correctly claimed that the lack of precision and accuracy 

is actually a combination of the deterministic lack of accuracy and the random 

imprecision. To overcome such inaccuracies and offset their impacts on the performance 

of the network in the path determination process of routing, it has been suggested that 

routers do not solely depend on the last advertised values regarding the resources o f the 

links. To achieve that, for a given flow, routers might be able to compute the actual 

values o f the resources o f the links or a range containing those values, and not depend on 

the last advertised values. Otherwise they need to have timely up-to-date information 

which has to be considered in their computations, obtaining which is not an easy task and 

not always feasible [5][87][88].

In this Chapter we present methods that deal with offsetting the impacts of such 

inaccuracies.

5.1 QoS-Based Routing Methods Dealing with Inaccuracies

In previous Chapters, we mentioned that QoS-based routing stores and maintains 

the information regarding the state of the network using a distance vector algorithm [47] 

or a link state algorithm [57]. We described that in a link state routing algorithm, 

whenever a network component detects a significant change in the state o f at least one of 

its links, it informs all other components in the network by sending link state update 

messages regarding the changes following the trigger mechanism of the link state update 

policies [6].
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QoS-based routing algorithms require accurate and up-to-date information 

regarding the state of the links of a network. This will help them to achieve a high level 

o f performance, which is proportional to the level o f accuracy of the information they 

store in their routing tables. But here the question is whether something can be done to 

offset the inaccuracy of the information without jeopardizing the performance, and the 

answer is affirmative. In the case of inaccurate link state information, a QoS-based 

routing algorithm can utilize some special mechanisms designed to potentially rectify the 

inaccuracy in the link state information. Thus, routing algorithms can now take advantage 

of these new techniques to gauge the potential range of the actual values of the state of 

the links that they want to consider in their path determination process [5],

In practice, safety-based routing [5], randomized routing [5], multi-path routing 

[16] and localized routing [58] were introduced as the ideal mechanisms to deal with the 

inaccuracies (mentioned above) in the context of the QoS-based routing.

Safety-based routing was introduced to deal with the deterministic type of 

inaccuracy, which was caused by the infrequent flooding of the link state update 

messages triggered by an update policy. The idea is that between two consecutive update 

messages there is a good probability that the value o f the available bandwidth of links 

might be different from their previously broadcasted values, and that is the cause of 

inaccurate information to be used in the path determination process. Upon arrival o f a 

request and before the new link state update arrives, safety-based routing uses the 

potential range of the values of the state of the links that it wants to consider in its path 

determination process, and finds the path with the highest probability which satisfies the 

requirements of that request [5].
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Randomized routing as its name suggests, deals with the random type of 

inaccurate information. The idea is that, instead of storing one path for any given 

destination as the optimal path, the routing algorithm should store a set o f feasible paths. 

The assumption here is that the cost of these paths were calculated based on the so-called 

possible inaccurate information. Then for a given request, the routing algorithm should 

randomly select a path from that set. In this way, the selected path may not actually be the 

optimal path according to the stale information, although it has the potential to 

compensate for the impact of the inaccurate information of the state of the network [5].

In multi-path routing, the consideration is that the routing algorithm will 

simultaneously choose a set of feasible paths instead of a single optimal path. Therefore, 

by multiplexing forwarding the request over several paths, it has the potential o f reducing 

the impact o f the lack of accuracy of the information of the state of the network [16].

Localized routing was introduced with the idea that, it might be the best if  the 

routers use the information that they have in their local routing tables when it comes to 

the path determination process. Based on that, it is claimed that localized routing has the 

great potential of totally eliminating the impact o f the inaccurate information in the state 

of the links of the network [58].

In the next Section, we explain the safety-based routing in more details. The 

reason for choosing this, among the techniques mentioned above is that we have 

concluded that if  we are going to enhance our newly introduced R-ACM based update 

policies, we can only profit by choosing to implement a tailor-made compatible safety- 

based routing that can take advantage of the characteristics o f R-ACM method. Therefore 

we will implement safety-based routing along with the threshold-based update policy as
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well as our adaptive R-ACM based update policy, which were introduced and described 

in the previous Chapter, and we will compare the results to conclude our analysis in the 

end.

5.1.1 Safety-Based Routing

In a network utilizing a triggering-based update policy implemented by its QoS- 

based routing protocol, the conditions upon which new link state updates are triggered, 

significantly affect the volume of the update traffic. In other words, how often a network 

component is stimulated to flood the network with information regarding significant 

changes in the state of its links has a great impact on the network’s update traffic volume. 

We can use clamp-down timers to better control the number o f update messages being 

sent, which is achieved by imposing a minimum time elapse between consecutive update 

messages triggered by each network node. In this regard, we can also adjust the 

parameters of the triggering update policy so that the volume of the update traffic can be 

better controlled. It is obvious that when we reduce the sensitivity o f the triggering 

policy, we are actually minimizing the accuracy of the routers’ available information. But 

at the same time, it is highly desirable to operate with reduced update traffic loads 

resulting in less protocol overhead cost. Therefore we shall try to design a QoS-based 

routing algorithm that can maintain its level of performance when it faces a situation 

where the sensitivity o f its triggering update policy has been reduced so as to decrease the 

protocol overhead cost, which in its own turn has led to a less accurate information 

available for routers in the network [5][6][29].

The above trade off can be achieved using “safety-based” routing. Safety-based 

routing was introduced for the first time in [5], [7] and [29] along with the introduction of
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a new concept called link safety. The rational behind the introduction o f the safety-based 

routing algorithms was that it could potentially offset the impacts o f the deterministic 

type of inaccuracy caused by the dependency of the path determination process on the 

last advertised values of the state of the links and before the new states are received 

through new update messages triggered by the threshold-based and the class-based update 

policies. In other words, it is possible that between two consecutive update messages 

some links might have new available bandwidths due to the service they have offered to 

new requests without having to transit new update messages, or the update messages have 

been sent due to the significant changes in the available bandwidth of some of the links, 

but those updates have not yet arrived at some o f the nodes, and that is the cause of 

inaccurate information which might be used in the path determination process. It is 

suggested that safety-based routing should not be applied when the clamp-down timers 

are used [5] [29],

From now on we assume that badv denotes the available bandwidth value 

associated with a given link representing its last stored value in the QoS routing tables 

based on the last broadcast of the state of that link. For all triggering policies sensitive to 

changes of a link bandwidth, upon arrival of a request and before the new link state 

update arrives, given the value of bac/v of a link that is to be considered in the path 

determination process if the update policy’s triggering process and the value of its 

parameters are known, safety-based routing can potentially infer a unique range that shall 

include the real value of the bandwidth of that link between the two update messages 

[5] [29].
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Safety-based routing not only requires the above information to compute the 

desired bandwidth range for a given link, but also needs the information regarding the 

probability distribution function that can represent where the actual available bandwidth 

values at any time will fall within that range. The safety of a link in this context is defined 

as the probability value within the range of [0, 1] representing the chance that the real 

available bandwidth of a link can handle the bandwidth requirements o f a request. This 

value can be estimated using the distribution function and the knowledge of the required 

bandwidth o f a request. Based on the safety values for the links, in the path determination 

process, the algorithm will be able to find the path with the best value of probability to 

satisfy those requirements and handle the request gracefully [5] [29].

The range [bj, bu] describes the potential available bandwidth range of a link. If 

the safety of a link based on the above definition follows a uniform probability 

distribution and if the requested bandwidth br is in the range [bi, bu], the safety o f the link 

can be computed as (bu-br) / (bu-bi). Using this safety calculation formula, when br < bj, 

the safety of the link will be computed as unity. This it true, since the bandwidth 

requirements of the request can be satisfied easily when the lowest value for the real 

available bandwidth is even bigger than the requested bandwidth. But if  the requested 

bandwidth is even higher than the upper bound o f the available bandwidth of a link, 

(meaning that br > bu), the safety o f that link will be 0, and that link will certainly not be 

able to satisfy the bandwidth requirements o f the request. In the path determination 

process when the safety of all links for a path is determined, the safety o f the path can be 

calculated by multiplying the safeties of those links in that path [5] [29].
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When a new request with specific bandwidth requirement arrives, based on the 

QoS routing table, it will be forwarded to a specific link. After the distribution function is 

computed, the algorithm can calculate the likelihood that the required bandwidth is 

actually available on that specific link. At the last stage of the path determination process, 

when a path is to be selected, the calculated probability values will then be used with the 

idea of considering paths with the best safety values or in other words with the maximum 

probability. This will result in accounting for the inaccuracies mentioned earlier which 

were produced as a result of the objective of the update policy having less update traffic 

[5] [29].

If we set the hold-down timer value to 0, the potential range of the available 

bandwidth value of a link for the threshold-based and class-based update policies can be 

determined by taking into account the way their triggering processes work.

Upon arrival of a new request, in the threshold-based update policy with a 

predefined parameter, before the next link state update message for this link arrives, we 

can conclude that the relative change in the bandwidth value has not exceeded the 

threshold value th. Therefore the lower and upper boundaries of the range that the actual 

bandwidth of any given link belongs to are (l-th )ba<jv and (1 +th)badv respectively [5].

For the class-based update policy, the link state update message basically 

advertises crossing the boundaries of a class o f available bandwidths, therefore based on 

the last broadcasted values for the links, before the arrival o f a new update message, we 

can conclude that the potential range o f the bandwidth o f a link is actually the class that 

the previous advertised bandwidth belonged to [5].
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In reality, the probability distribution of the potential range is not always a 

uniform distribution; therefore a measurement-based mechanism was proposed in [5] to 

find the actual distribution by monitoring the network. Computing the probability 

distribution function of the potential range is a very complex problem because of the 

impact of the factors like the network topology, the packet arrival distribution and its 

parameters, bandwidth request distribution and its parameters, link bandwidth 

distribution, traffic load preferences and their patterns, and also the QoS-based routing 

requirements itself [5],

In addition, to ensure that we can maintain accurate information for all network 

nodes, because of the nature of the measurement-based requirements, we will need to 

exchange a lot of messages, which is exactly in contradiction to the safety-based routing 

goals in the first place [5]. We believe that an ACM-flavored scheme could be used to 

enhance the classification of the ranges in finding the probability distribution of the 

potential range in the measurement-based approach to reduce the number o f routing 

messages required. However, even though its enhancement can affect our experiments, in 

its nature it is different from our focus and interest, and therefore the details are left open 

for future research. In general, due to the complexity o f implementation of the 

measurement-based mechanism, we decided not to implement it in our Thesis, and 

therefore we will not describe it in more detail. We encourage the reader to refer to [5] 

for more information. Indeed, that is why, as was explained before, a simpler approach 

was suggested by other researchers in [29] and reiterated in [5], which assumes that all 

the network link bandwidths follow a uniform distribution within the bandwidth ranges.
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In this Chapter, for the first time we incorporate the notion of the safety-based 

routing with the previously introduced adaptive R-ACM based triggering update policy. 

To achieve this we assume that within all the ranges, the distribution function of available 

bandwidth o f its links is uniform. Using this assumption, we will compare the results of 

its simulation runs with the results o f the simulation runs of the safety-based routing 

incorporated with the threshold-based triggering update policy.

5.1.2 Safety-Based Routing Algorithms

There are two known safety-based routing algorithms introduced as safest- 

shortest and shortest-safest routing algorithms. These algorithms were introduced and 

defined in response to the requirements of the safety-based routing algorithms and its new 

defined metrics. The safety of a path or so-called path safety, considering that all the 

safeties o f the links on that path are known and independent from each other, was 

inspired from path metrics in other routing algorithms. It was defined as a new metric, 

tailor-made for safety-based routing algorithms [5].

A path with the least number o f links is known as the shortest path, and the safest 

path is a path with the largest value o f safety among all other paths. Therefore, the safest- 

shortest routing algorithm is defined to choose the path with the largest safety value 

among all the paths between a given source and destination with the minimum number of 

hop counts. It is clear that choosing the safest path among a set o f shortest paths cannot 

guarantee that the chosen path is actually the safest among all the feasible paths, because 

of the focus is on the length of the paths in the first place, rather than on the safety o f the 

paths. In contrast, the shortest-safest routing algorithm is defined to choose the shortest 

path from the list of paths with the highest safety value, and this guarantees that the
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chosen path is actually one of the safest paths, since the first criterion was to choose a set 

of the safest paths and then, among them to choose the path that has the minimal number 

of links [5].

There is one more issue to be addressed, and that is how links with known safeties 

are even considered to be in the path determination process. There are two pruning 

policies introduced to address this issue. Apostolopoulos, et al in [5] suggested that link 

safety information could be used in link pruning policies that deal with the way links are 

accepted or rejected when searching for a feasible path. They specified two families of 

pruning policies with a single mechanism, namely, one which prunes a link only if  its 

safety value, s, is less than a certain prescribed value. The first family o f pruning policies 

then was defined so as to prune all links with safety less than unity (s < 1). In other words 

this conservative pruning policy ignores all the links that are not 100% safe, or, in this 

family o f pruning policies, only links that have enough bandwidth that can guarantee to 

satisfy the requested bandwidth are not pruned. In contrast, the second family of pruning 

policies was defined as an aggressive pruning strategy, which prunes all the links with 

safety 0 (s = 0). In fact, in the second family of pruning policies, we only prune links that 

have no way o f satisfying the request [5].

In our experiments, we implemented our safety-based routing algorithm 

incorporated with the R-ACM based as well as the threshold-based update policies using 

both of these two pruning policies.

5.1.3 R-ACM Safety-Based Routing Implementation Proposal

In this Section, we describe existing methods proposed by other researchers for 

implementing safety-based routing and then introduce our new R-ACM safety-based
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routing method. As we discussed before, using a measurement-based approach would 

enhance the accuracy of the safety-based routing algorithm, but that comes at a big cost. 

In addition to its complexity in terms of implementation, in measurement-based 

approach, to ensure that we can maintain accurate information for all network nodes, 

because o f the nature of its requirements, we will need to exchange a lot of messages, 

which is exactly in contradiction to the safety-based routing goals in the first place. To 

overcome this hurdle, a simpler and more practical approach suggested by other 

researchers, as in [29], is to assume that all the network link bandwidths follow a uniform 

distribution within the bandwidth ranges.

In the current work, experiments have been performed for threshold-based update 

policy as well as for the adaptive R-ACM update policy. We will present and compare 

the results in detail in the next Section. We did not perform any experiment in this part 

for equal-class based and exponential-class based update policies since even in a non 

safety-based approach they did not produce competitive and satisfying results when 

compared with the threshold-based and the adaptive R-ACM update policies.

5.1.3.1 Safety-Based Routing for the Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy

The Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy, introduced earlier, is another 

triggering policy sensitive to changes of link bandwidths.

At any specific time, for all the links which are supposed to be considered in the 

path determination process, by considering several factors, safety-based routing computes 

a potential range that their actual bandwidths belongs to. One factor is the sensitivity of 

the triggering policies related to changes o f a link bandwidth. Another factor is the value 

o f bach that denotes the last advertised value o f the available bandwidth. Safety-based
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routing then computes those potential ranges upon arrival of a request and before the new 

link state update arrives. In its computations, safety-based routing takes the value of baciv 

into account, and as well, it follows the update policy’s triggering process and uses the 

value of its parameters in the calculations [5].

After computing the range [bi, bu], the minimum value bi, and the maximum value 

bu (the bounds of the range) can be used to estimate the probability value (the so-called 

safety o f a link) that the bandwidth requirements o f a request is indeed available on this 

link. As described earlier, this safety value can be easily computed, if  the probability 

distribution of the bandwidth of a link within that range is known [5],

Our focus here is to find the values of the bounds of the range bi and bu mentioned 

above for the adaptive R-ACM based update policy. Without loss o f generality and for 

simplicity we assume that the actual available bandwidth of all the links follows a 

uniform probability distribution. Hence, since the requested bandwidth br is in the range 

[bi, bu], the safety of the link can be computed as (bu-br) / (bu-bi). We know that in an 

adaptive R-ACM based update policy an update message will be sent as soon as the 

following condition is satisfied:

|current mean - bav\ > T , where T = adaptivityJactor * current mean.

As described earlier current mean is the mean of all available bandwidths on that 

link since the last update has been sent. Also, bav is the available bandwidth on the link, 

and adaptivityJactor is the parameter introduced to adjust the update triggering 

sensitivity of the adaptive R-ACM based update policy. Now, in order to apply the value 

range estimation concept of safety-based routing in our adaptive R-ACM based update 

policy, we propose the use of the following formulae to compute the values for bi and by.
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bi = current jn ea n  (1  - adaptivity Jactor)

bu = current mean (1  + adaptivity Jactor)

Unless advertised for an explicit request by other routers, the exact value for 

current jn e a n  of available bandwidth of a given router’s link at any specific time is 

unknown to other routers. Since it is our intention to reduce the number of update 

messages or any of these purposes in network traffic, instead of introducing a new pair of

request and update messages to exchange the current mean mentioned above, we shall

now derive the estimation for the current mean o f available bandwidth o f a given link.

From a straightforward computation, it is easy to see that the estimation for the 

current jn ea n  of available bandwidth of a given link is:

current mean = bacjv -  ((avg_req_size * X * t) /  2),

where bac/v is the last advertised bandwidth value of the link, avg_req_size is the 

average value of the bandwidth requests, X is the rate of incoming requests on the link, 

and t is the time interval between that link’s last bandwidth advertised and the current 

time stamp.

In our experiments, without loss of generality, we consider avg_req_size to be 

equal to the average of the two request size bounds o f 64Kbits/sec and 5Mbits/sec which 

is 2.65 Mbits/sec, and we assume the value 0.32 for the Poisson parameter X.

5.1.4 Results

In this Section we discuss the results of applying the safety-based routing along 

with the adaptive-R-ACM based and the threshold-based update policies. We have used 

the same test-bed with the exact simulation details used in the previous Chapter. We have
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performed the tests for safety < 1 and safety = 0 pruning policies as was explained above. 

We performed the experiments for 30,000 to 100,000 packets, and without enforcing any 

clamp-down timer. As described before, the safest-shortest algorithm does not produce 

satisfying results since choosing the safest path among a set of shortest paths can not 

guarantee that the chosen path is actually the safest among all the feasible paths. In 

contrast, the shortest-safest routing algorithm guarantees that the chosen path is actually 

one of the safest paths, since the first criterion was to choose a set of the safest paths and 

then among them to choose the path with the minimum number of hops; therefore in the 

current work, we have only focused on the shortest-safest algorithm.

5.1.4.1 Threshold-Based Update Policy, Pruning s<l

The results of the experiments for threshold-based update policy with different 

threshold parameter values applied with a safety-based algorithm with a pruning policy 

using s< l are shown in Table 5-1.
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Policy

(Threshold)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

Th = 0.20 100,339 70,339 1,239 0.02 0.98 21.32

Th = 0.30 110,066 80,066 1,484 0.02 0.98 14.39

Th = 0.40 100,755 70,755 1,564 0.02 0.98 9.74

Th = 0.50 116,651 86,651 2,279 0.03 0.97 6.17

Th = 0.60 100,333 70,333 2,355 0.03 0.97 3.97

Th = 0.70 100,222 70,222 3,896 0.06 0.94 2.79

Th = 0.80 100,317 70,317 7,677 0.11 0.89 1.91

Table 5-1: Results of the Threshold-Based Update Policy, Pruning Policy Safety <  1.

As we can see from the results, the threshold-based update policy has a better 

packet acceptance rate with relatively higher number of update messages when the 

threshold parameter is lower, and its performance is even better than when it was 

implemented with widest shortest path algorithm. For example, in this case, the packet 

acceptance rate for threshold set to 0.20 is 98.23%, whereas it was 98.06% in case of 

using widest shortest path algorithm. But as we can see, the packet acceptance ratio o f 

performance declines as the threshold value gets larger even though the number of update 

messages is lower.
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5.1.4.2 Threshold-Based Update Policy, Pruning s=0

In this part, the threshold-based update policy is simulated using safety-based 

routing algorithm with a pruning policy ignoring only links with s = 0. The results from 

the simulation experiments are shown in Table 5-2.

Policy

(Threshold)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

Th = 0.20 100,643 70,643 1,216 0.02 0.98 21.48

Th = 0.30 100,026 70,026 1,280 0.02 0.98 14.64

Th = 0.40 114,716 84,716 1,656 0.02 0.98 9.85

Th = 0.50 136,700 106,700 2,327 0.02 0.98 6.32

Th = 0.60 118,055 88,055 2,308 0.03 0.97 4.26

Th = 0.70 107,325 77,325 2,951 0.04 0.96 3.01

Th = 0.80 109,316 79,316 6,717 0.08 0.92 2.54

Table 5-2: Results of the Threshold-Based Update Policy, Pruning Policy Safety =  0.

As we can see, the packet acceptance ratio for smaller threshold values is higher 

with the overhead of more update messages. For the larger values of threshold the 

performance decreases for the packet acceptance ratio. For example, when the threshold 

value is set to 0.20, 98.27% of the packets reach the destination, whereas when the 

threshold is set to 0.80, only 91.53% of the packets reach the destination successfully. In 

general, when compared, the performance of this part is relatively better than the 

performance of the last part where the pruning policy used was s < 1.
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5.1.4.3 Adaptive-RACM Based Update Policy, Pruning s<l

The results of the experiments using the adaptive R-ACM based update policy 

and safety-based algorithm with a pruning policy of s < 1 is shown in Table 5-3.

Policy

(Adaptive

R-ACM)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

A = 0.20 100,018 70,018 1,533 0.02 0.98 19.48

A J =  0.30 100,219 70,219 1,884 0.03 0.97 12.22

A J =  0.40 99,911 69,711 2,434 0.04 0.96 6.98

A J =  0.50 100,316 70,316 3,515 0.05 0.95 4.05

A J =  0.60 100,009 70,009 5,418 0.08 0.92 2.76

A J =  0.70 101,799 71,799 7,898 0.11 0.89 2.31

A J =  0.80 102,151 72,151 11,760 0.16 0.84 2.16

Table 5-3: Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy, Pruning Policy Safety <  1.

As can be seen, the packet acceptance ratio is less than o f the threshold-based 

update policy with safety-based, yet the number of update messages being sent is also 

less when compared to that of threshold-based method with safety-based algorithm. For 

example, with the adaptivity factor set to 0.20, using the adaptive R-ACM based update 

policy, we have the packet acceptance ratio of 97.81%, whereas the same experiment

5 This value has been called the adaptivity factor in the current work.
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with threshold-based update policy, with the threshold set to 0.20, 98.23% of the packets 

reach to destination, noting the fact that the number o f update messages is reduced from 

21.31 in the latter case to 19.47 in the former case, which is remarkable. Therefore when 

less number of update messages is preferred, the adaptive R-ACM update policy with 

safety-based algorithm tends to produce better results.

5.1.4.4 Adaptive-RACM Update Policy, Pruning s=0

In Table 5-4 the result of the experiments with pruning policy of s=0 are shown.

(Adaptive

R-ACM)

Produced

Packets

Effective

Packets

Dropped

Packets

Drop

Rate

Accepted

Rate

Update

msgs/sec.

A J =  0.20 110,396 80,396 1,695 0.02 0.98 19.83

A J =  0.30 100,003 70,003 1,584 0.02 0.98 12.25

A J =  0.40 100,029 70,029 1,865 0.03 0.97 7.22

A J =  0.50 102,584 72,584 2,368 0.03 0.97 4.37

A J =  0.60 100,335 70,335 3,855 0.06 0.94 3.11

A J =  0.70 123,630 93,630 7,795 0.08 0.92 2.65

A J =  0.80 100,019 70,019 9,496 0.14 0.86 2.66

Table 5-4: Adaptive R-ACM Based Update Policy, Pruning Policy Safety = 0

In this set of experiments, the update policy used was once again the adaptive R- 

ACM based update policy applied with its compatible safety-based scheme with the 

pruning policy of s=0. We can see that the packet acceptance rate is less than that o f the
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threshold-based update policy with safety-based policy, noting the fact that the number of 

update messages is also reduced. This is indeed desirable as it would achieve the goal of 

having less network traffic overhead, leading to less protocol overhead cost.

5.1.4.5 Comparison

Figure 5-1 displays the packet acceptance rate of the threshold-based and the 

adaptive R-ACM based update policies with safety-based algorithm with pruning policies 

s < 1 and s = 0. The results for the threshold-based update policy with widest shortest 

path have been included to have a better view for comparison.

0.98

0.96

0.94

threshold-based, widest-shortest path
g 0.92 -M

threshold-based, shortest-safest, s<1
0.9

threshold-based, shortest-safest, s=0
0.88

adaptive R-ACM based, shortest- 
safest, s=0
adaptive R-ACM based, shortest- 
safest, s<1

0.86 -

0.84 -

0.82
0.3 0.4 0.50.2 0.6 0.7 0.8

th re s h o ld  /  adaptivity factor

Figure 5-1: The Comparison of Different Methods of Safety-Based Routing

We can see that for smaller threshold values, the threshold-based update policy 

with safety-based routing performs better than the one with the widest shortest path
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algorithm. For larger values of threshold, if applied with the safety-based algorithm, the 

packet acceptance rate drops. The safety-based method with the adaptive R-ACM based 

update policy achieves better results if the number of update messages is the objective. 

The packet acceptance rate for this method is lower than the other methods, although as 

was mentioned, the number of update messages has been reduced too (Figure 5-2). We 

believe it might be the estimation error for the running current mean of the available 

bandwidth that results in the relatively poor performance, which can be a good open 

research topic for a future work.

♦ —threshold-based, shortest-safest, s < 1 

threshold-based, shortest-safest, s = 0 

-M- — adaptive R-ACM, shortest-safest, s < 1 

■*— adaptive R-ACM, shortest-safest, s = 0

-♦— threshold-based, widest shortest path

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

threshold /  adaptivity factor

Number of update messages for different methods of safety-
based routing

Figure 5-2: Number of Update Messages for Different Methods of Safety-Based Routing
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5.2 Conclusion

In this Chapter, we have shown that for smaller threshold values the results of the 

threshold-based update policy with safety-based routing demonstrate a better 

performance in terms of its packet acceptance rate, when compared to the results of the 

threshold-based policy implemented with the widest shortest path. For larger values of 

the threshold, the packet acceptance rate drops and the performance is rather poor 

compared to the other algorithm. The adaptive R-ACM update policy implemented with 

its compatible safety-based routing demonstrates a better performance in terms of the 

number of update messages when compared with the threshold-based update policy with 

its own version of safety-based routing. This further reduces the network traffic, while 

producing a slightly lower performance in terms of the packets acceptance ratio. 

Therefore, where the main goal is to optimize the number o f update messages used to 

flood the network with the marginal loss of the resultant packet acceptance rate, we 

propose that the adaptive R-ACM update policy with its compatible safety-based QoS- 

based routing, be selected as the routing update policy by network designers.
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C hapter 6: CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary

In this Thesis, we first presented a brief study of routing, routing algorithms, 

routing protocols and Quality of Service (QoS) based routing. Nowadays the number of 

real time applications which require guaranteed network resources such as available 

bandwidth of the links is growing. This makes concepts like QoS-based routing that 

address the concerns of such applications considerably more important in an integrated 

services network environment. The importance of the concepts such as QoS-based 

routing and its associated update policy mechanisms can also be perceived by observing 

the growing number of research materials and investments in this area o f research. We 

believe that we have succeeded in showing the advantages o f applying QoS-based routing 

in a network. However, we also made it clear that the advantages and benefits of such 

applications cannot be obtained without jeopardizing the optimal usage of other 

resources. In the context of the QoS-based routing, trying to keep all routers in the 

network aware o f the latest status of the links of the network has its advantages, yet it is 

also the effect of adding more computational and protocol overhead costs to the overall 

costs of the network. The computational cost is the unwanted result o f the more and 

frequent computations in the path determination process o f the QoS-based routing, and
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the protocol overhead cost is caused by the flood of the update messages carrying the 

latest information regarding the state of the links of the network. In today’s age of super 

fast and powerful processors and very huge and relatively cheap memories, it is easy to 

offset and compensate the so-called computational cost. But on the other hand, the job of 

reducing the cost imposed by the protocol overhead is rather difficult. Therefore, in the 

context of the QoS-based routing, there are solutions offered by renowned researchers 

that can address the issue of protocol overhead cost, and will yield better performance. 

These solutions are called update policies, which have been introduced in the context of 

the QoS-based routing in order to govern the frequency of the transmission of the update 

policies. Thus, these try to optimize the traffic level of the update messages, while at the 

same time trying to maintain the other types of performance such as the packet 

acceptance and packet loss ratios [6] [19] [24].

Histograms were introduced in Chapter 3. Histogram-like techniques that deal 

with optimizing query result size estimation were also introduced to set a baseline for 

clarifying the objective of this Thesis. The Attribute Cardinality Map (ACM), which is 

protected under the US Patent No. 6,865,567 issued on 8th of March 2005 [62], is one of 

these techniques, which was first proposed by Oommen and Thiyagarajah in [59]. The 

Rectangular ACM (R-ACM) and the Trapezoidal ACM (T-ACM) have been defined as 

two schemes of ACM. In this Thesis, we started off with the idea o f finding a new 

application for R-ACM in routing. We successfully singled out the trigger-based update 

policy concept o f QoS-based routing as a candidate for our objective.

As was mentioned, the rational behind introduction of the update policies was to 

reduce the protocol overhead cost in the context o f the QoS-based routing. Through our
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background study, we explained some o f the issues we found with the existing update 

policies. To address those issues, we decided to concentrate on determining how we 

could transform the R-ACM into a powerful trigger-based update policy so as to carry out 

the mission of better enhancing the performance of QoS-based routing in terms of 

bringing down the cost of the protocol overhead without jeopardizing the other criteria of 

performance. This could only be achieved by triggering less number of update messages 

in comparison with the existing update policies, while keeping a relatively equal 

performance in terms of the packet loss and acceptance ratios. We finally were able to 

transform the R-ACM into two new update policies the first o f which uses a constant and 

the second, which uses an adaptive threshold value in triggering the update messages. 

Thus they can be perceived to fall into the category of the threshold-based update 

policies. In this regard, we opted to choose MaRS as our simulation tool, and we used a 

test-bed common in similar studies [6] as our primary network configuration.

In Chapter 4, we explained how the R-ACM could be used to devise a new 

trigger-based update policy. The algorithm we used was discussed in detail with the 

introduction of our new trigger-based update policy along with examples of how it affects 

the routing performance of the network. We found two methods in which R-ACM can be 

incorporated as a trigger-based update policy, which were called the traditional R-ACM 

Trigger-Based update policy and the Adaptive R-ACM Trigger-Based update policy. For 

each of these new methods we have performed several experiments using different sets of 

parameters and compared their results with the results of the existing update policies on 

the same test-bed with similar sets o f parameters. Figure 6-1 depicts number of update 

messages sent versus packet acceptance rate achieved from our simulation runs over our
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sample network for the existing update policies that we studied, as well as for the two 

newly-introduced update policies.

9 12 15

Update msgs/sec

Traditional R-ACM Based 

Adaptive R-ACM Based 

Threshold Based 

Equal Class Based 

Exponential Class Based!

Figure 6-1: The Packet Acceptance Rate vs the Number of Update Messages for Different Update
Policies

We know that an update policy outperforms other methods when it produces 

higher packet acceptance ratio while maintaining a lower number of update messages. In 

this regard, we can see that in most cases the performance of the adaptive R-ACM 

trigger-based update policy is as good as the performance of the threshold-based update 

policy. In some cases depending on the parameter set, if the adaptive R-ACM trigger- 

based update policy is used we can even perceive a lesser number of update messages 

sent while achieving the same packet acceptance ratio, hence yielding a better overall 

performance.
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Chapter 5 introduces some QoS-based routing methods, among which we have 

focused our study on the concept of safety-based routing. Safety-based routing infers the 

range o f the actual link state value and based on that range finds the safest path, which is 

a path with the highest probability to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of a request [5]. 

In this Chapter, we introduced a new safety-based routing technique compatible with the 

notion o f the R-ACM. We then incorporated our Adaptive R-ACM update policy with 

this new safety-based routing method to present a trigger-based update policy with 

reasonable sensitivity to network bandwidth changes without a loss in its performance. 

To achieve this, we had to come up with a tailor-made estimation method to infer an 

estimation value for the current running mean of a given link based on the last advertised 

statistics o f the link state and, of course, before the arrival of a new advertisement, to 

compute the estimation of the current running mean of a link bandwidth. We also 

proposed a simple formulation.

In Chapter 5, we have shown the results o f our experiments performed using 

different sets of parameters for the Adaptive R-ACM update policy incorporated with our 

new safety-based routing algorithm. We also presented the results of the simulation runs 

for the existing methods such as threshold-based update policy incorporated with its own 

version o f the safety-based routing method. The results of the threshold-based update 

policy with safety-based routing (implementing the shortest-safest algorithm) 

demonstrate a better performance (higher packet acceptance ratio) for smaller threshold 

values when compared to the results o f the threshold-based policy implemented with 

widest shortest path. For larger values of the threshold, the packet acceptance rate drops 

and the performance is rather poor compared to the threshold-based policy with widest
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shortest path algorithm. Our proposed Adaptive R-ACM update policy with safety-based 

routing (implemented with safest-shortest algorithm) shows better performance in terms 

of the number o f update messages when compared with the threshold-based update policy 

with safety-based routing (implemented with the safest-shortest algorithm), and yet it 

produces slightly lower performance in terms of packets acceptance ratio.

Therefore in a given network if the objective is to achieve higher routing 

performance with the main focus on reducing the number of update messages flooding 

the network, we can certainly claim that we have introduced a powerful trigger-based 

update policy together with its compatible safety-based routing algorithm. By 

incorporating them together we will have an update policy sensitive enough to deal with 

changes in the state of the links of that network and hence achieving our utmost goal.

6.2 Future Work

In the Thesis, we have mentioned that for the purpose o f comparing different 

update policies, we have used two key separate independent criteria by presenting their 

raw results, without using any weighted method to combine them as a single performance 

indicator. One of these criteria is “the number of update messages flooding the network”, 

which defines the protocol overhead cost, and the other is “the packet acceptance rate”, 

which specifies the ratio of the number o f the packets that safely reach the destinations 

over the total number o f packets produced after the transient phase. We believe that the 

problem of combining these two criteria and determining a single key performance 

indicator that is constructed as a weighted product of these two indicators, is yet to be 

solved and is still an open case study for future research.
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As was mentioned in the context of the Thesis, in safety-based routing, we have 

considered a uniform distribution for the actual available bandwidth values for a given 

link. A better approach would be a measurement-based approach, which tries to find the 

real distribution of actual available bandwidth values. Other researchers have reported 

that this method produces a big overhead for the network. We believe that this is one area 

in which a flavor o f ACM can be used.

In the Thesis, we have also mentioned that we are using an estimation method to 

compute the value o f the current running mean o f the available bandwidth of a link. More 

research can be done here to find a better estimation technique so as to revise our 

proposed estimation method to enhance the performance of the safety-based routing 

algorithm. It is obvious that a better estimation for the value of the current running mean 

of the available bandwidth of a link results in predicting a more accurate range for the 

link state value, and will in turn, result in further bringing down the number o f update 

messages and help in a better packet acceptance ratio, hence achieving a great overall 

routing performance.

In this Thesis, we focused on applications of R-ACM in networking. We only 

proposed two applications for this powerful histogram-like algorithm in routing. We 

believe that the ACM methods can be incorporated with many other applications in 

networking as well as other areas. Wireless networking is a “hot” research area 

nowadays, and is the focus of a number o f studies such as the wireless mesh. We believe 

that ACM methods have great potential in being incorporated in one or more aspect(s) of 

these studies, and we encourage researchers to consider using ACM-based methods to 

enhance the performance of such networks.
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